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Preface
The sufficiency economy philosophy,

This book represents a pioneering work

Asian Economic Crisis, represented an

sector. It takes an important step in

introduced by King Bhumibol Adulyadej

in focusing attention on the relevance of

of Thailand at the onset of the 1997

important

and

visionary

step

His Majesty’s thinking to the corporate

in

interpreting, developing, and framing

suggesting directions for reshaping

the philosophy with respect to business

business and management thought and

and management, based on the broad

practice based on the Asian and, in

theme of corporate sustainability. This

particular, Thai perspective and values.

book examines six case studies of how

the operations of Thai enterprises in a

The present global economic crisis has

variety of industries adopt and reflect

highlighted both the urgent need and

principles of Corporate Sustainability,

the relevance of thinking more broadly

and provides ground work in assessing

about the nature of business, capitalism,

the extent to which its application may

and corporate performance in a wider

have resulted in superior performances.

societal context, and the nature of
incorporating alternative philosophies

This study provides a starting point for

and values in guiding business practice.

a meaningful analysis and application of
His Majesty’s thinking in a business

This makes now the most opportune

context through the development of a

time to advocate for the principles of the

concrete and actionable framework for

Corporate Sustainability under the

assessment

Sufficiency Economy Philosophy.

Economy

Philosophy

develop

the

concepts,

framework,

instrument, and database of empirical
case studies.

public are incorporated in the strategic
balances

business

beyond, that will further refine and

where concerns of stakeholders and the
It

by

in future studies both in Thailand and

promotes responsible business practice,

decision-making.

use

managers. This work can be expanded

The Corporate Sustainability under the
Sufficiency

and

profit,

Through experience-based research that

sustainability, good governance, risk

informs

mitigation, and social responsibility

business

and

management

thought and practice, we can help

while relating to Buddhism’s middle-

strengthen

path teaching and Thailand’s learning

enterprise

performance

from the wider perspective of corporate

from the 1997 Asian Economic Crisis.

sustainability, incorporating a uniquely
2

Thai perspective.
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PART 1: THE CORE OF THE
CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
UNDER THE SUFFICIENCY

ECONOMY PHILOSOPHY

6

7

Introduction
Time for Change

Thailand structured the philosophy for
everyday application by the common

The current economic crisis, the world’s

citizens. Hence, the terms used to

worst in over 80 years, has destroyed

describe the three components that

enormous wealth, humbled corporate

make up the thinking were non-

giants, and shaken the global financial

business

system to its core. More profoundly, the

(moderation),

practice, widely adopted by many
has

taken

a

(self-immunity).

beating.

Observers are beginning to ponder

mi-het-phon

nature:

(reasonableness),

reputation of our traditional business
managers,

in

and

pho-praman

phum-khum-kan

alternatives to the business approach of

However, the King’s thinking has never

according

to the business world as to the social

singular,

relentless

pursuit

been properly framed in the business

and

context. But it can be just as applicable

idolization of profit and growth that,
to

some,

is

a

leading

development

contributor to today’s dire situation.

guide to decision makings.

promote a better understanding of the
a

thinking

is

simply

While the concept has been widely

King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s sufficiency
concept,

This

because the philosophy is essentially a

This makes now the best time to
economy

field.

discussed in Thailand, elsewhere there

that

remain

advocates for responsible capitalism.

skepticism.

His Majesty’s thinking emphasizes a

misunderstandings
Without

concrete

and

and

actionable business framework, the

balance between profit, sustainability,

King’s thinking would be prone to such

good governance, risk mitigation, and

doubts in regards to its practicality and

corporate social responsibility, while

translatability.

relating to Buddhism’s middle-path
teaching and Thailand’s learning from

Therefore, it is the goal of this book to

the 1997 Asian Economic Crisis. It

address some of these misperceptions and

cautions against overriding the needs of

provide a starting point for a meaningful

the human beings who are affected by
business decisions.

analysis and application of His Majesty’s

the realm of social development. In

actionable framework for assessment and

thinking in a business context through
the development of a concrete and

So far, the King’s thinking has been in

use by business managers.

1999-2000, academic working groups in

8

Inspired

by

the

for

which are never intended by the original

most

Peter Warr, an Australian academic,

Principles

Thai term for sufficiency por-pieng.

Responsible Business (and associated
risk assessment tools—see Appendix),
recognized

as

comprehensive
responsible

one

of

the

statements

business

prefers to translate the King’s thinking

of

as the “Economy of Enough” which

practice

captures the essence of the Thai word.

formulated by business leaders for

We feel that in the business realm the

business leaders, developed by the Caux

word

Round Table, an international network
socially

a

short

questionnaire

in

business

terms

to

For this reason, we propose the use of

another name for the King’s concept, the

for

one that both delivers the original

discussion and adoption. It comprises

connotation and is familiar to the

specific qualitative and quantitative

business community. From now on and

assessments relating to each of the three

throughout this book, we will call it:

pillars. A simple scoring matrix offers

Corporate Sustainability under the

the ease of use and enables quick

Sufficiency Economy Philosophy.

interpretations of strengths and areas

for improvements. Section 2 of this book

will elaborate this questionnaire in

Three Pillars, Two Foundations

What’s in a Name?

Sufficiency

comprises three pillars:

more detail.

The Corporate Sustainability under the

The King’s thinking is most commonly

Philosophy

Governance

(Reasonableness), which refers to

Philosophy” because of his emphasis on
avoiding extremes and promotion of

careful considerations of direct and

taking the middle path. The authors of

indirect stakeholders when making

this book feel that “sufficiency” invites
and

Economy

1. Corporate

known as the “Sufficiency Economy

skepticisms

a

thinking.

methodologically frame His Majesty’s
thinking

connote

again, is not intended by the King’s

responsible

capitalism, the authors of this book have

devised

may

deliberate restriction of profit, which,

of business leaders with a focus on
promoting

“enough”

business

focused);

misinterpretations

because the word too closely resembles

decisions

2. Sustainability

“self-sufficiency” which connotes a lack

of growth, a rejection of globalization,

(i.e.

others-

(Moderation),

which concerns business growth

and a return to agrarian society, all of

through prudent uses of available

9

resources (i.e. self-focused); and

CSR and Sustainability

3. Risk Management (Self-Immunity),
which connotes a risk management
policy that mitigates business,
economic, and social risks of the
company (i.e. change-focused).

The Corporate Sustainability under the
Sufficiency Economy Philosophy is not

the first in which corporate social

responsibility1 and sustainability2 play

an integral part. “Triple Bottom Lines,”

Moreover, these three pillars stand on

“Transaction

two foundations of extensive business
knowledge

(wisdom,

insight,

Cost

Economics,”

and

“Implicit and Explicit CSR” are only

and

some of the better-known modern

understanding) and highest business

management practices that incorporate

ethics (virtues, integrity, and morality)

these concepts into business practices.

in the manner illustrated below:

Like them, the Corporate Sustainability
under

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness) Others-Focused

the

Sufficiency

Philosophy

promotes

Economy
careful

considerations of the business impact to
all parties involved, as well as the

community and the environment. It calls
Risk Management
(Self-Immunity) Change-Focused

Knowledge

for

prudence

business

Sustainability
(Moderation) Self- Focused

against

practices.

It

destructive

evangelizes

focusing on the long term. And, most
importantly, it also stands firmly on the
belief

that

responsibility

Ethics

profitability
are

not

opposition of one another.

These elements overlap and interlock,

and

social

always

in

Alex Mavro, co-founder of the Thailand

analogous to the working of a car.

chapter of the Caux Round Table,

Knowledge acts like its engine, enabling

regards the Corporate Sustainability

the company to move forward. Ethics

resembles the steering wheel, allowing a
right or wrong turn for the company

depending on the actions chosen by its
managers. And the three pillars serve as
the car’s accelerator and brake, whose

use allows either a safe or reckless
driving.

10

1 Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) is often defined as embracing
responsibility for the impact of their
activities on all members of the public
sphere and proactively promoting the
public interest.
2 Sustainability is defined by the
Brundtland Commission as “meeting the
needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.”

under

the

Sufficiency

Economy

from

Philosophy as having a much larger
breadth

than

that

of

CSR

perspective.

and

empirical

interaction, and synergy of these three

mention: CSR is the process, the how;

practice contest hosted by the Office of

reason, the why.

the Royal Development Projects Board:

(1.) Bathroom Design, a sanitary-ware

Overview of This Book

producer competing in a luxurious,
brand-driven market; (2.) Chumphon

This book represents a pioneering work

Cabana, a resort and diving school

in applying the sufficiency economy

differentiating itself in the Thailand’s

philosophy into business practice. The

highly competitive tourism business;

first part of this book identifies, defines,

(3.) Nithi Foods, a B2B food seasoning

sharpens, and structures the core

supplier de-commoditizing traditional

concepts of the philosophy: the three

spices;

governance

combines

these

Pranom

concepts

convenience;

second

part

into

a

coherent

and

manufacturer

economy

within

the

framework.

business

sufficiency

This

tool

combines qualitative and quantitative

analysis in order to capture various
dimensions of enterprise performance

Chili

Paste,

and

(6.)

an

a

food
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Somapas

electronics

believing

community empowerment.

Economy Risk Management Survey)
performance

Thai

Engineering,

tool (inspired by Arcturus Sustainable
measuring

provider

between traditional values and modern

applied to business. It adapts a survey
for

a

condiment producer bridging the gap

comprehensive framework that can be

specifically

materials

Panich,

real estate market; (5.) Phiboonchai Mae

foundations of knowledge and ethics.
The

Nopadol

weathering the ups and downs of the

(moderation), and risk management
two

(4.)

construction

sustainability
the

Corporate

the 2007/2008 sufficiency economy

Sufficiency Economy Philosophy is the

and

the

companies, all of which were winners of

the Corporate Sustainability under the

(self-immunity),

for

the following six pre-selected Thai

sustainability is the goal, the what; and

(reasonableness),

base

Economy Philosophy through analyzing

modern management practices do not

corporate

sustainability

Sustainability under the Sufficiency

concepts in a way that many existing

of

corporate

The third part begins to build an

sustainability. He sees an overlap,

pillars

a

in

parts
the
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Core 1: Corporate Governance (Reasonableness)
We’re All in This Together

customers not as unwanted burdened
but as a valued and capable stakeholder

The home building sector was among

who was only slipping up during the

the industries hardest hit by the 1997
Asian

Economic

Crisis.

tough economic times but otherwise

Household

had in the past been able to contribute a

projects were put on indefinite hold.

great deal of income to Nopadol Panich.

Skeletons of buildings stood unfinished.

The time was bleak for the home

For not too long, this effort paid off.

brokers, contractors, and equipment

Most of these customers completed the

suppliers alike.

payment in full. All remained loyal
customers of Nopadol Panich. All grew

Nopadol Panich was one such company

suffering the woes of the crisis. Started

in sizes and contributed greatly to

contractors and individual homeowners

decision made in 1997 to look far

Panich was one of the largest of its kind

sustained positive relationships with

annual earnings of the firm. This

in 1972, the firm engaged in selling
construction

materials

to

happened because of that particular

sub-

beyond the immediate profit and into

looking to build and/or renovate their

the

homes. By the time of the crisis, Nopadol

long-term

customers.

in Chiang Mai, Thailand’s second largest
city located in the north.

profitability

of

the

’Til the Cow Comes Home

But at the time, a significant portion of

It almost seems anachronous to see a

installments. When the crisis hit, many

northeastern part of Thailand, against

its sales was made on credit with

manufacturer of electronic inductors

contractual agreements for payment in

and coils to be located in a rural
the bucolic backdrop of rice paddies,

of its customers missed the payment. Of

these,

many

were

frequent customers

long-time

dirt roads, and majestic mountains. The

and

management of this factory, too, has
been far ahead of its time.

Instead of forcing payments, threatening

Somapas

legal actions, or even writing the debt

Engineering’s

management

policy always insists on the human

off, Nopadol Panich chose to offer

capability development. It operates with

extended credit line with a revised

a strong focus on the welfare of its

payment schedule that worked for both

employees. It reserves positions for

parties. Nopadol Panich treated these
13

Measuring Corporate

workers with physical challenges. It
provides employees with free lodging

Governance (Reasonableness)

and transportation to and from the

As these anecdotes show, both Nopadol

factory. And, considering that most of its

Panich

employees are local rural populations

of the three cores of the Corporate

farming—fishery, organic plantation,
source

of

income

promote
to

Sustainability under the Sufficiency

second

Economy Philosophy.

employees’

immediate families to help them reduce
the ever rising cost of living.

Engineering

governance (reasonableness), the first

offers regular trainings on subsistence
livestock—to

Somapas

exemplify the best practice of corporate

with agrarian background, the company
and

and

Corporate

Governance

(Reasonableness) refers to careful

considerations of direct and indirect

The highlight, though, is the cow bank

stakeholders when making business

where instead of monetary bonus

decisions. Compared to sustainability

employees are paid in the form of a loan

(moderation) and risk management

cow for farming and dairy products. If it

(self-immunity), corporate governance

bears calves, the employees keep them

focuses on others (the stakeholders).

and return the mother cow to the bank
for another employee’s turn to take it

The key is striving for the long-term

home.

mutual benefits of the firm and its
partners. It is highlighted by a focus on

While the nature of the business itself

relationships with all parties involved.

(electronics parts manufacturing) is as

far from agriculture as one can imagine,

To

the management understands that its

evaluate

corporate

governance

(reasonableness), we look at the firm’s

employees (especially their families) are

good governance, reasonable pricing,

rural people still living in a largely

fair

agrarian society. And employees are an

employee

remuneration,

and

community development efforts, as well

important stakeholder to take good care

as the sales return figures, employee

of.

turnover, and account payable turnover.

Similarly to how Nopadol Panich cared

The story of Nopadol Panich best

for its customers who could not pay in

illustrates this. The firm understood the

the time of crisis, Somapas Engineering

gravity of the crisis that had tripped up

cared for its employees—invested in

its regular customers who did not

them and their welfare.

cunningly use the situation as an excuse
14

to delay payment but had tried their

best but still struggled to pay. With this

nursing

it keeps the relationship by extending

suffer from cold and frostbites during

perspective, Nopadol Panich decided

hosts sport events promoting healthy

alternative to drugs for the youth and

Corporate governance (reasonableness)

the community. In the environmental

extends beyond fair remuneration and

aspect, the firm becomes the local

safe working environment. It also

advocate of sustainable development by

involves the effort to develop the human

educating the public of the need and

resource capacity in both work-related

techniques to recycle and conserve vital

and non-work-related aspects, based on

natural resources through its own

the belief that happy employees with a

community

work-life balance can contribute more

proverb

that

a

traditional
well-fed

stakeholder for which to care. But this

pillar includes them as one of the key

the cow bank and various agricultural
employees,

MHz.

Competitors are not typically seen as a

with food on his mind. Likewise, with
to

91.25

Thailand’s rural areas.

employee works better than the one
trainings

FM

and effective communication medium in

free daily breakfasts to all of its 200
Chinese

radio

Community radios are the most popular

to the firm. Nopadol Panich provides
a

out

the harsh winters. Similarly, Somapas

beneficial payment schedule.

on

handing

people on the hills of Chiang Mai who

the credit and working out the mutually

based

and

blankets and warm clothes to poor

that it would work best in the long run if

employees

homes,

stakeholders. After all, unfair and dirty

Somapas

tactics

Engineering makes an effort to develop,

undermine

the

spirit

of

competition in the free market system.

implement, and maintain non-business

For competitors, this pillar looks at the

(but very essential to their livelihood)

fair competition, refraining from an

subsistence living activities for its

abuse of market power or coercive

employees. In both companies, we see

tactics for individual gains. In other

employees who have been with them for

words, it warns against monopoly and

decades, if not all of their lives.

corruption. Nopadol Panich is the

biggest local player in an industry

In addition, community development

competed

can be another measure of this pillar.

primarily

on

price

of

undifferentiated goods. Its competitors

Every year, Nopadol Panich budgets

always undercut price, but it refrains

US$25,000-30,000 for CSR efforts, such

from engaging in destructive price wars.

as educational scholarships for children

Rather, it builds its reputation on the

in the nearby communities, blood

customer service and product quality.

donation drive, donations to local

15

Core 2: Sustainability (Moderation)
Changing Times, Same Habit

translated as Mrs. Pranom, the name of
the wife entrepreneur).

Thailand in 1959 was in the nascent
stage of its industrialization. Large,

Demand soon outstripped supply, and

extended families predominated, and
mealtimes

were

marked

they gradually expanded production and

by

experimented

congregations of family members for

their company is a multi-million dollar

husband and wife couple foresaw
changes.

cooking

dipping sauce for fried chicken. Today

chili pastes and condiments. But one
cultural

other

condiments besides chili pastes, such as

meals cooked at home using homemade
impending

with

They

business

with

a

12-acre

countries

on

five

factory

producing 50 products in five main

noticed a busier urban lifestyle, a

categories and distribution in over 40

necessity to work longer hours, and, as
the key trigger of them all, a switch from

continents.

But

throughout its 50 years of operation, the

cooking rice with charcoal to using an

company never aimed for an ambitious

electric rice cooker that offers a shorter

growth, never took more loans than

cooking time. Clearly there was an

they could handle, and never engaged in

emerging trend toward a modern

short-term profiteering activities. Their

nuclear-family living with reduced meal

commitment to a sustainable growth

preparation time and a greater demand

allowed them to enjoy strong consumer

for convenience. They exploited this

mind

first mover advantage, and incorporated

share

and

favorable

brand

meanings, and survived the 1997 Asian

a company to produce and sell bottled

Economic Crisis unscathed whereas

chili pastes as an aid to home cooking

many of its direct competitors closed

for a changing lifestyle.

their doors.

With a vision far ahead of the market,

the husband and wife entrepreneurs

Bathroom Comfort

growth. Their humble beginning could
be traced four decades ago to a small

Thai real estate sector mushroomed,
propelling

committed to a moderate but gradual

The 1990’s was the decade when the

factory on a 0.8-acre land in suburban

Bathroom Design Company Limited into

Pranom

brand

startup

custom-fit imported shower enclosures

traditional Thai chili paste bottled under
Mae

sanitary-ware

a quick success story. The firm provided

Bangkok manufacturing only one item—
the

a

and Jacuzzi in new and old homes. But

(roughly

as
16

the

young

founder

and

his

installation team visited more homes,

partner relationships for short-term

untapped opportunity, they thought.

not expanding to other parts of the

they noticed a lack of shelving spaces in

profits. It stayed only within its area of

the bathrooms. This could be the

expertise—the bathroom ware—and

And the Bathroom Design brand of
bathroom

accessories,

shelves,

racks was born.

house; say, kitchen or bedroom design.

and

Measuring Sustainability
(Moderation)

But the shelves were only just the start.

As the anecdotes show, both Mae

The company soon understood that

Pranom chili paste and Bathroom

customers did not buy each bathroom

Design exemplify the best practice of

item separately; they wanted the entire

sustainability (moderation), the second

set. This thrust the firm into developing
bathtubs,

which

it

already

of the three cores of the Corporate

had

Sustainability under the Sufficiency

experience as installer and service
provider

of

imported

Economy Philosophy.

whirlpool

bathtubs. To differentiate, Bathroom
Design

focused

on

Sustainability (Moderation) does not

innovation,

mean a deliberate intention to curb

introducing premium bathtubs and

one’s growth, or an outright rejection of

sanitary ware of many styles and

a sound business opportunity. Rather, it

technologies, from color-dancing and
aroma-therapeutic
ergonomic,
toilet

and

bathtubs

environmentally
spa

massaging

refers to a commitment to grow the

to

business

friendly
shower

Compared to corporate governance
(reasonableness) and risk management

and internationally.

(self-immunity),

a

To evaluate sustainability (moderation),

moderate growth strategy throughout

we look at prudent uses of available

this pursuit of all of these innovations.

resources, as well as profitability ratio,

Like the Mae Pranom chili paste
producer,

Bathroom

Design

debt-to-equity ratio, and time interest

never

expense.

committed to an ambitious growth
target,

never

borrowings

to

overleveraged
fuel

sustainability

(moderation) focuses on self.

The striking fact, however, is that
maintained

of

ensure the survival of the business.

earned numerous design awards locally

Design

uses

resources without over-leveraging, to

enclosures. The firm’s innovations have

Bathroom

through prudent

their

But this does not mean growth has to be

unsustainable

slow. In fact, the growths of both Mae

growth, and never sacrificed long-term

17

Pranom and Bathroom Design were

quite

extraordinary.

Mae

Pranom

diversified its product portfolio from

one (chili paste) to 50 products.

Bathroom Design churned out at least
seven lines of bathtubs to almost 30

countries around the globe within only a
decade of operations.
However,

their

growths

were

considered “moderate” because they
were organic. They were not done

through blind acquisitions or expansion
beyond core competency. Management
of both the Mae Pranom brand and
Bathroom

Design

made

deliberate

commitment to stay within their areas
of expertise.

Moderation, although a focus on self, can

also benefit the community and the

environment. Bathroom Design saves a
significant portion of its production cost
through

implementing

“green”

technologies such as recycling the water
used to test its bathtubs during the
quality control stage. Acrylic materials,
leftover from the manufacturing of

sanitary ware, are transformed into

cabinets, bookshelves, shoe racks, and
even buttons for staff to wear in the
company trade shows. This focus on self
ends up benefiting more than self.
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Core 3: Risk Management (Self-Immunity)
For Business or Leisure

Rakphan learned the hard way the need

for an effective risk management. But

Pattaya. Hua Hin. Samui. Phuket. These

what could he do in a flood-prone,

are some of the most popular beaches in
Thailand, frequently visited by locals

isolated beach?

Located 450 km (280 miles) south of

fascinated with the sufficiency economy

and

foreign

tourists

alike.

But

At the time, the resilient owner became

Chumphon is a whole different story.

philosophy and started applying these

Bangkok, this seaside province has no

principles to his resort. He began small,

commercial airports, and traveling there

pilot projects of making biodiesel from

takes at least six hours by road or rail—

food scraps, growing organic food,

hardly a convenience compared to the

setting up wastewater treatment plants

more famous beaches within a few

in the resort. As a well-connected

hours driving or flying from Bangkok.

Chumphon native, Rakphan started to
spread the word about this work to

Warisorn Rakphan clearly knew of this

nearby communities. Soon enough, his

location weakness. But when he opened

resort was nationally known as a model

Chumphon Cabana Resort there, he also

for successful business application of

knew of a strategic advantage that

the Corporate Sustainability under the

would draw customers: the pristine,

Sufficiency Economy Philosophy.

unspoiled beaches and coral reefs. His
resort acted as the diving school—the

Rakphan opened his resort for seminars

first such kind in Thailand when it was

for civil servants, nearby communities,

opened in 1980.

ecotourists, and anyone else interested.
His resort transcended a hotel and a

But diving schools were easily imitated,

diving school; it diversified into a school

and resorts in the more famous beaches

and a seminar organizer.

soon followed suit, drawing customers

away. Exacerbating the situation, the

For a business in a disadvantaged

1988 cyclone brought on the worst

location subject to the adverse climate

flooding in Chumphon, destroying much

and fluctuating tourism, Chumphon

of the province’s infrastructure. The

Cabana Resort has found a niche to

1997 Asian Economic Crisis also threw

mitigate its risk.

the resort in turmoil as its outstanding
debt ballooned and revenues dwindled.
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Urban Farm

addition to instant noodles, cooked rice,
or soups. It targets city dwellers with

Centuries ago, the spice trade fueled the

busy lifestyle and little meal preparation

world commerce. It is much less so

time at home. With this, Urban Farm

today, but spices remain an inseparable

was born.

part of most modern cuisines.

Since 2007, Nithi Foods has released at

Nithi Foods Company Limited is in a
business of bringing spices—pepper

least five varieties of Urban Farm,

the home kitchen, although via an

vegan).

encompassing

powder, garlic powder, fried garlic

a

variety

of

tastes,

ingredients, and dietary needs (e.g.,

flakes, and fried shallot in particular—to
indirect route. The firm engages in B2B

Measuring Risk Management

businesses with well-known consumer
product companies making household-

(Self-Immunity)

bouillon, seasoning, and recipe mix

Foods’ Urban Farm brand exemplify the

name

bouillons

(flavor-enhancing

As

dehydrated broth). The top two global

the Corporate Sustainability under the
Sufficiency Economy Philosophy.

the management embarked on a path
toward reducing its business risk and

Risk Management (Self-Immunity)

increasing its self-immunity. The result

does not mean building a fortress

was an innovation in the local food

against the world. In fact, it means the

industry.

exact opposite. It suggests the need to
engage the world and its many constant

Nithi Foods first aimed to make B2C

changes in order to know how to defend

sales to protect itself from the risk that

oneself against its potential adverse, and

one of its two main customers wavered,

sometimes devastating, impacts. Risk

but pepper powder and garlic powder

management (self-immunity) connotes

widely

a

available in the market by numerous

company.

leveraged its strength of dehydration

governance

expertise and innovated a dried spice
and

delicious

that

mitigates

Compared

sustainability

and vegetable product as a quick but
high-quality,

policy

business,

economic, and social risks of the

providers. As a solution, the firm

healthy,

both

immunity), the last of the three cores of

But that was the story until 2007 when

already

illustrate,

best practice of risk management (self-

Foods’ annual sales revenues.

commodities

anecdotes

Chumphon Cabana Resort and Nithi

makers constitute almost 80% of Nithi

were

the

to

corporate

(reasonableness)
(moderation),

and

risk

management (self-immunity) is change20

focused.

The key is the development and
implementation
market

operatives who supply the resort with

of policy to track

changes,

foresee

steady and fairly priced food and

potential

grocery items.

changes, and hedge some of the risks

against the volatility. To evaluate risk

Similarly, Nithi Foods understood its

management (self-immunity), we look

risky dependence on only two major

at risk mitigation policies, as well as the
degree

of

product

and

diversification.

customers despite their statuses among

customer

the world’s largest consumer products
companies. It innovated and launched a

product that utilized the firm’s existing

For example, Chumphon Cabana Resort
recognized

its

disadvantage

obvious

and

knowledge and available technology

location

seized

while at the same time managed to

the

break its traditional B2B business model

opportunity to brand itself as the
sufficiency

economy

and diversified into B2C activities.

philosophy

learning and seminar-organizing center,

thus diversifying its customers from just

vacationers and diving students to
ecotourists and seminar attendants

(who, once have been to the resort, may
decide to return there as vacationers).

These seminars also serve another

purpose for Chumphon Cabana Resort.
Because

the

sufficiency

economy

seminars are also attended by people in
the local community, such as rice
farmers, vegetable and fruit growers,

and livestock owners to learn new

agricultural

and

cost-reduction

techniques such as making biodiesel
from

food

scraps

and

recycling

wastewater using a natural plant called

water hyacinth, the events enable
Rakphan to interact with and identify
people in the local community who
share

his

belief.

Through

these

seminars, Rakphan form unofficial co21

Foundations: Knowledge and Ethics
The three cores of corporate governance

and market research expenses in risk

(self-immunity)

Ethics

(reasonableness),

sustainability

management (self-immunity).

(moderation), and risk management
stand

on

two

foundations of knowledge and ethics.

Ethics means the integrity and honesty

Knowledge means the wisdom and

for personal excessive gains.

of doing business. It refers to ethical

Knowledge

behaviors and refusal to exploit others

insight into your business. It refers not

Ethics and morality are philosophical

only to the know-how and skills in

concepts subject to great debates and

running the day-to-day business, but
also the consistent effort to acquire new

discussions. The authors of this book

feel that a concrete and objective

knowledge about the business and to

measurement of ethics across cultures

prepare for opportunities and threats.

and industries is extremely difficult, if at

Knowledge is gained through customer
feedback,

market

research,

all possible. For this reason, this book

staff

refrains from suggesting an assessment
tool for explicitly measuring ethics. The

training, research and development,

assessment

internal auditing, information sharing,
may or may not affect companies.

abusive market power and coercive

tactics against competitors, truthful
marketing, and compliance with laws.

difficult, if at all possible. It would be

unfair to develop a single assessment
evaluate

the

pursuit

of

knowledge for businesses in so many
different

industries.

Therefore,

however,

of ethics, such as an avoidance of

Concretely measuring knowledge is
to

do,

contain certain implicit measurements

and close monitor of current events that

tool

questions

our

assessment tool in the next part of this
book will intentionally omit a section on

knowledge assessment. But, because
knowledge is interlocked with other
cores, it will be indirectly measured,

such as staff training in corporate
governance (reasonableness) and R&D
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PART 2: ASSESSMENT TOOL OF
CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
UNDER THE SUFFICIENCY

ECONOMY PHILOSOPHY
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Questionnaire for Management Assessment of Corporate
Sustainability under the Sufficiency Economy Philosophy
The Need for Measurement

Sustainable Economy Risk Management
Assessment tools were developed in

In the past, the Corporate Sustainability
under

the

Sufficiency

January 2009 by the Caux Round Table,

Economy

the international network of business

Philosophy has been without concrete,
actionable

business

framework.

leaders

It

promoting

remained in the social development
business practice. To correct this, we
devised

methodologically
alignment

a

with

questionnaire

evaluate
the

Sustainability principles

a

strong

sustainable

responsible capitalism.

field with few applications in the daily
have

with

focus

and

on

socially

This questionnaire is designed to be

to

simple and easy to use. We encourage

corporate

all managers to consider using it.

Corporate

Instruction

This questionnaire comprises specific

This Questionnaire for Management

creditors,

Philosophy is divided into two sections:

assessment relating to stakeholders—

Assessment of Corporate Sustainability

customers/buyers, employees, owners,
suppliers,

under

competitors,

community, and the environment—and

the

corresponding to the three pillars—
sustainability (moderation), and risk

each of the criteria. The score “7”

signifies “best practice,” meaning that
the company has established policies,

This questionnaire is inspired by the

for

ongoing executions, and continuous

evaluations for the application of the

Responsible Business (and associated
Arcturus

recognized

risk
as

comprehensive
responsible

assessment

one

of

the

statements

business

Corporate

tools),

leaders.

The

Sustainability

under

the

Sufficiency Economy Philosophy. The

most

score

of

“1”

means

“unacceptable

performance,” evidenced by the lack of

practice

such

formulated by business leaders for
business

and

development and implementation of

assessment.

Principles

assessment

scale to rate the level of strategic

7 rating scale provides simplicity for

Table

qualitative

Economy

The qualitative assessment uses a 1-to-7

management (self-immunity). The 1-to-

Round

Sufficiency

quantitative (financial) assessment.

corporate governance (reasonableness),

Caux

the

policies,

evaluations

Arcturus
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executions,

and

Qualitative Performance Rating Scale
1 – Unacceptable
2 – Poor
3 – Marginal
4 – Acceptable
5 – Good
6 – Excellent
7 – Best Practice

performances.”

achievement

of

equity ratio. Apart from this, there are a
few more exceptions: account receivable
turnover and account payable turnover,
which

receive

benchmark for rating purposes.

mean

highest

score.

The

higher

deviation from the mean in either leftsided or right-sided, the lower the score
company shall receive.

in order to assign rating. Means derived
represents

the

same as its corresponding mean, it will

the

cross-sectional and time-series analyses
analyses

from

its quantitative results fall exactly the

criteria. We have incorporated both
the

variation

determines the score. Any company that

execution of each of the qualitative

from

are

better performances, such as the debt to

also uses a 1-to-7 scale to rate the level
financial

there

exceptions in which lower data mean

The quantitative (financial) assessment
of

However,

the

For sustainability (moderation), we
differentiate the scale by variation of -

20%, -10%, -5%, 0%, 5%, 10%, and

In order to reach cross-sectional data

20% from its mean.

and derive appropriate means, we have

chosen five most comparable firms

based on business scope, company size,

Last but not least, for risk management

obtain time-series data and appropriate

reasonableness

(self-immunity),

and data availability. Meanwhile, five-

assessment

limited by financial figures but also

Assessment Questions

customer diversification.

for

altogether.

other quantifiable aspects such as
employee

For

turnover,

corporate

and

and

of

moderation

The next three pages reveal the topics

governance

Sustainability under the Sufficiency

with

of

Economy Philosophy.

are used to differentiate each level on

the 7-point scale. A higher percentile

means better performances. So, the
score “7” means “best practices” while

“unacceptable

assessment

alignment

percentile at 20, 30, 43, 57, 70, and 80

represents

combination

product/

(reasonableness), six critical points of

“1”

the

quantitative

year historical data are extracted to

means. The input in use is not only

is

its
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the

the

company’s
Corporate

Section 1: Corporate Governance (Reasonableness) refers to careful considerations of direct and indirect stakeholders when making
business decisions. It takes a 360-degree look at all stakeholders, and is therefore others-focused.
QUALITATIVE
1. Customers/Buyers: Quality products and
services at reasonable prices and fair terms

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.

2. Employees: Fair remuneration, trainings,
and safe working environment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2.

3. Owners: Protection of shareholders’ shortterm and long-term interests

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3.

4. Creditors: Prompt and fair repayment of
outstanding loans

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4.

5. Suppliers: Win-win strategies, long-term
relationship, and fair agreements

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. Competitors: Avoidance of abusive market
power and coercive tactics

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5.

7. Community: CSR activities for community
and social development

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. Environment: “Green” practices to reduce
impact on the environment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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QUANTITATIVE
Customers/Buyers: Sales return judging
in relations to peers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Employees: Employee turnover in
relations to peers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Creditors: Time interest expense and
long-term debt ratio in relations to peers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Owners: Profitability ratio and asset
utilization ratio in relations to peers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Suppliers: Account payable turnover
judging in relations to peers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Section 2: Sustainability (Moderation) means to grow the business through prudent uses of available resources rather than excess
leverage means. It takes long-term focus and opportunity cost into account. It is self-focused.
QUALITATIVE
1. Customers/Buyers: Lean operation in
ensuring quality products and services

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.

2. Employees: Local labor given its availability
and comparable quality

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2.

3. Owners: Operation in area of expertise and
not expanding into inexperienced areas

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3.

4. Creditors: Focus on debt management

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4.

5. Suppliers: Local resources given its
availability and comparable quality

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5.

7. Community: Building corporate image
through CSR activities

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. Competitors: Truthful marketing and
branding of the company

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. Environment: Cost reduction through green
practices (i.e., energy-saving practices)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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QUANTITATIVE
Customers/Buyers: Sales return judging
in relations to self in the past

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Employees: Employee turnover in
relations to self in the past

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Creditors: Time interest expense and
long-term debt ratio in relations to self in
the past

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Owners: Long-term debt ratio and sales
growth in relations to self in the past

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Suppliers: Account payable turnover
judging in relations to self in the past

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Section 3: Risk Management (Self-Immunity) connotes a policy that mitigates business, economic, and social risks and that prepares
the company for unfavorable changes. It is change-focused.
QUALITATIVE
1. Customers/Buyers: Feedback, market
research, and innovation to meet customer
needs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.

2. Employees: Commitment to human
resource development

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2.

4. Creditors: Commitment to win-win
relationships with creditors

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4.

5. Suppliers: Commitment to diversify to avoid 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
overdependence on single supplier/buyer

5.

6. Competitors: Commitment to fair play and
synergistic, cooperative tactics

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. Environment: Commitment to save the
environment or reverse the negative impact

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. Owners: Commitment to scenario planning
(f/x risk, IP violation, accident)

7. Community: Compliance with laws, rules,
and regulations

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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3.

QUANTITATIVE
Customers/Buyers: R&D and/or sales
return judging in relations to peers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Employees: Employee turnover in
relations to peers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Creditors: Time interest expense and
Long term debt ratio in relations to peers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Owners: Long-term debt ratio, sales
growth in relations to peers, and degree of
customer/product diversification

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Suppliers: Percentage of material from
local source

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Interpretation

three pillars, or the qualitative or
quantitative

Enter the points gained from each

implementation

of

the

corporate strategy that is the strength

criterion in the Scoring Matrix below.

or the weakness of the company.

Using simple calculation of averages,

this Scoring Matrix allows identification
of which of the seven stakeholders,

Scoring Matrix

AVERAGE

Average of
Quantitative

Risk Management
(Self-Immunity)

Sustainability
(Moderation)

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness

Quantitative

Average of
Qualitative

Risk Management
(Self-Immunity)

Sustainability
(Moderation)

Stakeholders

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness

Qualitative

Customers/Buyers
Employees
Owners
Creditors
Suppliers
Competitors
Community
Environment
AVERAGE

For graphical representation, plot the

areas missing from the “ideal” shape

scores onto the radar graph below. The

indicate rooms for improvements.
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Scores by Pillars
Corporate Governance
7
(Reasonableness)

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Sustainability
(Moderation)
7

Risk Management (Self7 Immunity)

Scores by Stakeholders
Customers/Buyers
7
Employees

6

Environment

5
4
3

Owners

2

Community

1

Creditors

Competitors
Suppliers
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PART 3: CASE STUDIES
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Bathroom Design: Where Sustainability Meets Technology
Bathroom Design Company Limited, an
internationally renowned Thai brand of
bathroom and sanitary ware products,

stands out as the paragon of successful

business application of the Corporate

Sustainability under the Sufficiency
Economy Philosophy. In an industry
driven by innovation and brand image,

Bathroom Design demonstrates that
sustainability and technology can go
together.

Company: Bathroom Design Co. Ltd.
6
Total Ave:

Qual Ave:

6

5

Risk
Management
(Self-Immunity)

Average of
Qualitative

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)

Sustainability
(Moderation)

Risk
Management
(Self-Immunity)

Average of
Quantitative

AVERAGE by
Stakeholders

Quant Ave:

Sustainability
(Moderation)

Quantitative

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)

Qualitative

7

6

7

7

6

6

6

6

6

Employees

7

7

6

7

6

6

6

6

6

Owners

6

7

6

6

3

5

6

5

6

Creditors

6

6

6

6

4

5

4

4

5

Suppliers

6

6

6

6

1

3

3

2

4

Competitors

6

6

5

6

6

Community

7

7

6

7

7

Environment

7

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

5

5

AVERAGE by Three Pillars

5

6

6

Stakeholders
Customers/Buyers

AVERAGE

7

Average Qualitative & Quantitative
Scores by Pillars

6

Average Qualitative & Quantitative
Scores by Stakeholders

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Risk Management
(Self-Immunity)

5

Environment

Community

Customers/Buyers
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Employees

Owners

Sustainability
(Moderation)
Competitors

Creditors
Suppliers
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Wide Open Spaces

surfboard, hit the market and proved a

runaway success, paving way for a

In 1995, a young Thai entrepreneur by
the

name

of

subsequent

Watcharamongkol

Limited.

customers’ houses, headed straight to

the bathrooms, and got down on their

Watcharamongkol Benjatanachat

knees measuring the sizes and shapes of

Education:
1987-1991: Bachelor of Business
Administration, Assumption University
1993-1995: Master's Degree
Program in Marketing (MIM),
Thammasat University

the area designated for installation of
shower enclosures. In the mid-1990’s,

Thai homes started to switch from

shower curtains to glass and plastic
shower enclosures, and the young

Career:
President of Bathroom Design Company
Limited, Hydro-sanitary (Thailand)
Company Limited, and Spa Blue Lagoon
Company Limited.

entrepreneur saw a rising demand in
Bangkok for imported and tailor-made

enclosures.

Roles in social responsibility programs:
• Committee and Assistant Secretary
of “The Mercy Her Majesty
Grandmother Project”
• Committee and Secretary “The
Scholarship to Build Local Teachers
Project”
• Committee “The Princess Mother’s
Medical Volunteer Foundation”
• Advisor Committee “Seub
Nakhasathien Foundation”
• Advisor “Corporate Social
Responsibility Institute of Thailand
Stock Exchange”

But as he visited more homes to install

his products, he noticed something
Thai

other

success of Bathroom Design Company

usual. He and his team arrived at

about

into

bathroom products and the current

Benjatanachat, went about his job as

peculiar

expansion

bathrooms.

Something was missing. They seemed to
lack accessories—shelving spaces and
hanging racks. Sizes of the bathrooms

were definitely a factor, but large and

small ones alike tended to be minimalist
in terms of shelving spaces and hanging
racks. Large bathrooms certainly had

the space for these accessories, and
small ones certainly needed cleverly

From Windsurf to I-Spa

designed accessories that make the best
use of space.

Benjatanachat was 26 years old when he

opportunity and he gathered a team of

bathroom shower enclosures imported

founded Bathroom Design in 1995 as a

supplier of tailor-made DESIGN brand of

Benjatanachat saw the untapped market

from Australia.

designers to work on his own line of
bathroom accessories for Thai homes. In
1998,

the

Windsurf

shelves,

Over 80% of revenues in the early years

aptly

named for its resemblance to the

came from imported products, and
37

because of this Bathroom Design took a

functionality,

lost half of its value. Fortunately, the

Europe and America whose products

major blow when the 1997 Asian

technology,

Economic Crisis hit and the Thai Baht

imported portion to 50%.

exchange. This situation, together with

line of bathroom accessories, shifted the

Bathtub
Shower enclosures
Bathroom accessories
Sanitary fittings
Other sanitary ware

company away from being a mere
to

becoming a producer of products under

its

own

brand.

Research

its

At this

Bathroom Design
Revenues Breakdown, 2008

Benjatanachat’s vision to design his own
products

differentiates

high

point, the company succeeds in reducing

cushioned the impact of the currency

imported

in

mostly focus on technology.

and the firm’s excess purchase orders

of

which

unique

bathtubs from those of other players in

debt incurred remained manageable

reseller

and

and

development began in 1998 with the

35%
30%
15%
15%
5%

For the world market, Bathroom Design

first Bathroom Design product, the

made conservative moves. It entered

Windsurf shelf, hitting the market in

Hong Kong and Malaysia in 2004 and

1998.

slowly expanded to 20-30 countries at

the present, mostly targeting tourist
destinations with high demand for

luxurious bathroom ware such as Bali,

Cyprus, Hawaii, Japan, and Maldives.

Besides advertising through magazines,
newspapers,

and

online

channels,

Bathroom Design joins a great number

of international exhibitions and opens
international outlets around the world
to build brand recognition.

Bathroom Design believes that in the

In 2001, with the belief that bathroom is

sanitary ware industry customers shop

the most profitable areas of the house

for brands that they trust. As such, for a

and that the company had a capacity to

new Thai brand like Bathroom Design to

produce most value-added products,

be globally recognizable, it has to win

Benjatanachat made a big move into spa
bathtub

industry

with

the

global design competitions. And this

clear

vision compelled the company to focus

philosophy of inventing products that

on design. In 2007, Bathroom Design

are creative in design, practical in
38

won an iF Design Award, one of the

most prestigious global design contests

up 45% of its revenues. Overseas

in Germany. The iF Design Awards

revenues contribute 20% of the total

honor the best of industrial design;

company sales at the moment.

other recipients of the awards that year

included Apple’s iPhone.

On the balance sheet, the management
addressed that the company serviced a

number of large projects in 2007, and

Serving unmet demand for premium

therefore required additional working

bathtubs and bathroom accessories

capital. Increase of raw materials and

enabled Bathroom Design to turn a loss

work-in-process was

in 2003 into promising returns. Since

price

then, revenues and net incomes have

from

decelerated corporate growth to around

Bathroom Design is run by a committee

Nevertheless,

of

Benjatanachat saw these as a stimulant

suburban
20,000

out

of

Bangkok,

units

of

bathtubs,

shower

two

factories

including

missions, which are:

(i)

in

producing over

(ii)

enclosures, bathroom accessories, and
sanitary ware per year.

executives,

every decision comply with corporate

and be one step ahead of competitors.
operates

five

Benjatanachat himself, who ensures that

for the design team to keep innovating
Design

rose

in the plant facility and showrooms.

competitors started to imitate Bathroom

Bathroom

institutions)

growth brought additional investment

The declining margin further suffers as

present,

financial

dramatically. Its business strategy for

1.1%.

the

importantly,

liabilities (especially short term loan

and the global economic downturn

At

more

a result, both current assets and current

2008 when intensifying competitions

products.

and,

meeting the project delivery timeline. As

soared, only to be dampened in 2007-

Design

risk

for mitigating

Bathroom Design sells its products

through the local home improvement

(iii)

distributors such as HomePro and

Boonthavorn, two of the biggest home
improvement retailers in Thailand. It

currently has two self-own stores in
Bangkok. The top two customers make
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Being world-recognized leader in
the bathroom ware

industry

based on product design and
technology;

Paying attention to the impact of
corporate

employees,

community,

actions

environment; and
Focusing

on

on

the

customers,

and

the

long-term

sustainable growth instead of
short-term spurts.

Overall, it is inevitable that recent

while at the same time strive to grow

management of Bathroom Design is set

three years.

economic downturn has stunted sales

steadily at around 5-10%, along with its

growth while pushing costs up. Still, the

business expansion plan during the next

to maintain the current revenue figure,

Product Portfolio

2002: Chromotherapy
Chromotherapy first introduced in Thailand by combine to spa bathtub which completely
leading you to experience the total well being of your mind and soul.
2003: Ozonetherapy
With a concern on your health and beauty Ozonetherapy is first invented in bathroom design
spa bathtub.

2004: I-Spa
The world first intelligent spa bathtub that includes calories burnt mode, 5 personal setting
mode, entertaining mode, hygienic mode and perfect living.

2005: I-Touch
Inspired by I-Touch, the world first intelligent touch system, just your touch on visual symbols
conveying human energy to infuse into a perfect living.

2006: I-Command and I-Color
I-Command and I-Color the highest technology in the world invented by Bathroom Design
expert.

2007: I-Aroma
Use the technique of ultra-sonic, high frequency sound wave let’s break the molecule of water to
be water mist moisturizer along with aroma scent bring health benefits ranging from aiding
stress relief and help increase moisturizer to your skin. The world first aromatherapy system
by Bathroom Design.
2009: I-Chromo and I-Wave
I-Chromo is the expansion model of the first Chromotherapy. Using 16 lights per bathtub
making the light 4 times brighter and can change to 7 colors.
I-Wave: using sensor that attached under the surface of the bathtub to control the mechanic.
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1.

Awards Won

Good Corporate Governance Award From institutions of the Professor Doctor Puai and Thai
Bankers Association
2. International Forum (iF) Product Design Award 2007: Germany
3. Innovation Award 2007 from the Association of Siamese Architects
4. Prime Minister Export Award 2007 (Best Exporter, Best Thai own Brand and Best Thai own
Design From Department of Export Promotion
5. Runners-up for Best Practice Sufficiency Economy for Medium Company from Office of
Royal Development Project Board
6. Red Dot Design Award Winner 2008 and Red Dot Design Award Honorable mention 2008
Germany
7. Bai Pho Business Award by Sasin 2008 in Innovation, in Quality and in Corporate Social
Responsibility from Sasin and Thai Commercial Bank
8. Innovative Design Award from National Invention Agency
9. Design Excellent Award (DE Mark) 2008 from Department of Export Promotion
10. Good Design Award 2008 (GE MARK) Japan

Financial Statements
Income statement
(in Thousands Dollars)
Total net revenue
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit margin
Selling administrative expense
Other income
Earnings before interest and tax
Interest
Tax
Net income
Balance sheet
(in Thousands Dollars)
Cash and cash equivalent
Account receivable
Inventory
Total current asset
Plant and equipment
Total asset
Account payable
Short term loan
Total current liability
Long term loan
Total liability
Share capital outstanding
Accumulated retained earning
Total equity

2007

2006

9,820.5
5,777.3
4,043.1
3,894.6
83.4
231.9
73.9
51.4
106.7
2007

9,713.9
5,864.8
3,849.0
3,733.2
71.5
187.3
42.2
46.7
98.4
2006

133.0
2,221.5
1,379.4
4,933.9
1,322.9
6,370.5
1,253.0
1,614.4
4,373.0
593.6
5,092.0
881.3
397.2
1,278.5

Source: Business Online.
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164.0
1,543.9
538.6
3,074.9
1,070.4
4,333.0
1,015.7
560.3
2,841.0
251.0
3,161.2
881.3
290.5
1,171.8

2005
8,713.5
5,224.1
3,489.4
3,384.4
52.8
157.9
28.9
44.0
85.0
2005
271.1
1,489.7
877.8
3,191.9
968.1
4,251.0
815.3
586.8
2,814.3
363.3
3,177.6
881.3
192.1
1,073.4

2004
7,255.7
3,936.3
3,319.3
3,226.5
36.0
128.8
33.0
31.5
64.3
2004
428.0
1,630.4
461.0
2,743.1
1,013.2
3,794.9
680.2
396.1
2,310.6
491.5
2,806.5
881.3
107.1
988.4

2003
5,685.5
3,419.7
2,265.8
2,152.0
10.5
124.3
45.0
23.0
56.3
2003
399.1
1,576.1
566.4
2,706.6
716.9
3,439.2
701.4
541.4
2,007.3
497.7
2,515.1
881.3
42.8
924.1

Competition

conveyors of status and tools of ultimate

relaxation. This drives innovation and

Thailand’s sanitary ware industry was a
US$158

million

industry

in

brand image for players in the premium

2006,

segment. And for this reason, imported

growing at an annual rate of 10-15%.
The

country

produced

10

brands fare better in Thailand than local

million

brands. Bathroom Design is the only

sanitary pieces per year, of which half

wholly owned Thai company to succeed

were for domestic consumption and the

in this segment.

other half for export. The exported half

contributed over US$115 million. Major

Several trends favor players in the

exporting markets consisted of United

premium sanitary ware industry. Raw

States, United Kingdom, Japan, Hong

materials, such as china clay, ball clay,

Kong, and Taiwan.

silica sand, feldspar, sodium carbonate,

sodium silicate, and barium carbonate,

Thailand’s Sanitary Ware Market

Premium
Standard
Low-cost

Total

30%
50-60%
10-20%
US$ 158 million

can all be sourced from domestic

suppliers who are highly fragmented
and lack bargaining power. Only coating
materials are imported (from Germany

Major Competitors

and Taiwan) but they constitute only

Cotto – Thai leader of sanitary products,
holding 30% of the Thai market shares high
in product range and medium in price.

26% of raw materials. Raw materials
costs usually make up only 17% of the
total cost of a sanitary ware piece.

American Standards – medium-high price
with wide variety of products.

Cheaper

Kohler – foreign player whose target is
high-end market especially property
developers.

Chinese

products

have

encroached on the low-cost segment but

failed to make a dent in the premium
segment where image is valued more

Nahm - holding 10% of the market with the
medium price range.

than price. Also, the sanitary ware
industry

Mogen – new player who focuses on design
and high price.

is

generally

regarded

as

resilient in the economic downturn, as

consumers shift from homebuilding to

Karat – aiming at medium-low market.

home renovation, thus keeping sanitary
products in constant demand.

Bathroom Design competes in the
premium segment, characterized by the

Fuel price remains a strong driver in the

beyond mere household necessities to

sanitary ware piece.

industry in which transportation costs

desirability of form over functionalities.
Premium sanitary

ware

make up 26% of the total cost of a

transcends
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Corporate Sustainability
Benjatanachat

has

applied

analysis, Bathroom Design earns 6s and
7s in almost all of the three pillars and

the

seven stakeholders in the qualitative

Corporate Sustainability principles in

side.

his management of Bathroom Design
since day one of the company, and it

reflected in our assessment. In our

Qualitative Scores by Stakeholders

Qualitative Scores by Pillars
Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Risk Management
(Self-Immunity)

Customers/Buyers
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Environment

Community

Employees

Owners

Sustainability
(Moderation)
Competitors

Creditors
Suppliers

Quantitative Scores by Pillars

Quantitative Scores by Stakeholders

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Risk Management
(Self-Immunity)

Customers/Buyers
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Suppliers

Employees

Sustainability
(Moderation)
Creditors

Owners

Corporate Governance (Reasonableness)
Unlike

most

companies

(including

If you recall, the corporate governance

officer to develop, manage, execute, and

indirect stakeholders when making

Sufficiency Economy Philosophy. This

focuses

others selected for this book), Bathroom

pillar (or reasonableness) refers to the

Design has established a coordinating

careful considerations of direct and

evaluate the company’s alignment with

business decisions (others-focused). For

the Corporate Sustainability under the

customers and buyers, Bathroom Design

unusual step propels it to be recognized
business

principles.

application

of

providing

high-quality

products with superior customer after-

as one of the most successful cases of
the

on

sale service. The high quality starts from

these

the very beginning—the drawing board,
where
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Benjatanachat

involves

designers, sales force, production team,

had continuously declined in the past

marketing,

10% as cited by the company.

and finance department in the Saturday
brain-storming

sessions

finance,

and

to

three

ensure

production

from raw material procurement, in-

responsible

customers first, with a 24-hour call

2008—as

firm.

Every

year,

Benjatanachit has allocated 5% of its

center, guaranteed fixing within 24
cases

in

vehemently committed to be a socially

checkup. The after-sale service places
emergency

6%

For the community, Bathroom Design is

process manufacturing, and final goods

for

to

compared to the industry average of

feasibility. Quality control takes place

hours

years

EBIT to renovating nearby orphanages

or

and nursing homes, donating to rural

replacement within seven days, and free

Thai schools in need, and reforestation

checkup every six months for three

projects. For the environment, it invests

years following sales. But the high

in technology reducing noise pollution

quality already ensures minimal repairs;

from its production line and promotes

during the past three years, defects have

water conservation during its finished

accounted for less than 1% of total sales.

goods testing phase.

For employees, the company pays great
attention to their welfare from the
recruitment process until retirement.

The company makes a point to give
equal opportunities to hiring locals,

especially talented orphans from nearby
orphanages.

The

open-door

policy

makes intra-company communication

flow freely. Employees enjoy substantial
health insurance, accident insurance,

and subsidized lunch. They could even

For creditors, Bathroom Design has

company office and factory for extra

financing only if necessary for growth.

maintained a very low debt level and as

earn petty cash from the company to
run mini “lemonade stands” at the

a policy would engage in long-term

income. Families of employees also

However, despite a relatively low debt,

enjoy benefits such as educational

its tight operating profit leads to a weak
Time Interest Earned ratio (“TIE”),

scholarship for children. For this reason,

employee turnover, calculated from the

which depicts the margin of safety for a
given firm to service the interest

number of resigned employees divided
by the number of existing employees,

obligation. High ratio implies high
44

earnings

to

cover

the

financial

imported shower enclosures to self-

paid back. Although Bathroom Design

company has remained true to its

obligation and therefore represents high

produced bathroom accessories clearly
illustrates this point. Ever since, the

margin of safety to a creditor in being

name—in the bathroom gear. It has no

has a TIE of 3.1, which is lower than that

plan to expand into other household

of some of its peers with the ratio as

products.

high as 17, it still remains positive
which signifies the ability to repay debt
on time and in full.

And this is further demonstrated by the
moderate level of debt. Benjatanachat

These activities reflect in the company

has made it a corporate policy to keep

operating with a sound return during

long term debt-to-equity ratio under 1.

While this D/E ratio of 1 is by no means

the last four consecutive years (see
enclosed

financial

statements).

the magic solution to all firms, it works

Net

profit in 2007 exceeded US$106,000, or

for Bathroom Design in mitigating its
risk of an overblown level of debt. In

equivalent to 1.1% of sales, with a

2007, its long-term interest bearing

continually increasing ROE of 8.3%.
Total

asset

turnover

ratio,

debt (long-term loan from financial

which

institutions) to total asset was kept at

measures sale generated per one unit of

9.3%, rising slightly from 5.8% in the

asset, remained strong at 1.54, even

previous year due to new project

though declining from 2.24 in the

investments (e.g., R&D for new bathtub

previous year. It is however worth
mentioning
ratios,

that

except

these

for

the

design, new functions to be added in the

profitability
last

products, and new design shower

one

enclosure and faucets).

mentioned, appear to be lower than
those of the selected peers, mainly due
to large expenses. But cost reduction

Risk Management (Self-Immunity)

implemented through better sourcing
and more efficient production process,

of its raw materials. To mitigate the risk
from

and control plan is currently being

Bathroom Design imports roughly 26%

while employee lay-off is deliberately

Bathroom
inputs

Sustainability (Moderation)

Benjatanachat’s

early

capacity.

move

where

the market.

business that it has experience, in-depth
available

fluctuations,

hedges

foreign

they

are

generally

competitive with the best available on

Bathroom Design operates only in
and

Design

rate

exchange and focuses on domestic

avoided

knowledge,

exchange

To fend off competitors and imitators,

from

Benjatanachat emphasizes the need to
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innovate. Every Saturday the company

The Future Ahead

consumer trend. The Ohh! Myy! Godd!

principles

engages in brainstorming sessions for

In consideration of its current practices,

toilet collection had its start this way

Sustainability into its strategic decision

the latest technology, demand, and

Bathroom

when an R&D team merged the regular

Design
of

integrates

the

the

Corporate

making. In terms of risk management

toilet, which always has water in its

(self-immunity), it diversifies risks in

tank, with the vase for flowers, which

the current economic condition. In

always need water. Launched in 2009,

terms of sustainability (moderation), it

the collection is a best-selling product.

stays within its area of expertise. And in
terms

of

corporate

governance

(reasonableness), it aims to care of all
stakeholders involved.
Fourteen

years

and

going

strong,

Bathroom Design is currently at another
juncture. In the realization of difficult
years

The company keeps up to date with the

ahead,

the

management

endeavors to project the sales growth in

latest trends through regular survey of

the next three challenging years to be 5-

the latest design publications, both local

10% by consistently investing in R&D

and international. It even looks at

and

design in non-bathroom fields, such as

tapping

into

new

market

opportunity. The storm of the current

the iPhone in order to create innovative

economic condition seems set to be

product designs which enables the

harsh, but Benjatanachat is ready. His

company to be one step ahead. For

R&D team continues innovating. His

instance, the company combines the

employees remain loyal. His customers

amplifier electronic with the sanitary

still demand the products.

ware that connects with the Apple’s

iPod through the Bluetooth short-

In the near future, Bathroom Design is

distance wireless technology so users

planning to introduce a sub-brand

can listen to their favorite songs while

targeting at the standard sanitary ware

bathing, or night sensor technology

segment. In the face of an expansion,

which prevents users from stumbling in

long term loan is expected to continually

the bathrooms at night.

pick up. Here one simple fact should be

cautioned; there is no free lunch in this

world. Loans, of course, come with
46

future obligations, and rapid buildups of

loans

can

possibly

corrupt

the

Embedding corporate sustainability as

credibility of the company, resulting in

the company’s core strategies - focusing

even higher borrowing rate in the

on long-term growth over short-term

future.

gains, committing to the benefits of
stakeholders, investing only in the realm

Not only does expansion require the

of expertise, handling uncontrollable

long term loan borrowing, it also
increases

the

short

term

risks with great care, Bathroom Design

funding

has successfully propelled itself from a

requirement for pile-up inventory and

domestic sanitary wear producer to an

account receivable. To facilitate as well

international recognized brand. To this

as mitigate risks from business growth,
new

initiatives

must

be

end, Bathroom Design is truly where

carefully

technology meets sustainability, and

analyzed for both short term and long

profitability.

term consequences. Equally important,

internal procedures regarding working
capital management must be in place

and managed efficiently. In this special
regard, the company should improve its
account payable management, so that its
prospective

growth

would

not

be

compromised by suppliers who might

be impatient with the company’s terms

of payment. In so doing, the company
will be prospering along with all

stakeholders involved-a discipline of
360 degree stakeholder management.
In

addition,

amid

the

intense

competition, continuous and effective

R&D of the company has indeed shaped
the market position of Bathroom Design,

While R&D expenditure is a prerequisite

to growth, the tight bottom line, or
around 1% margin, urges the company
to carefully control and keep the

operating cost lean.
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Chumphon Cabana: Paragon of Sustainable Development
A beautiful seaside vacation resort and a

possible changes, steering the business

partner, and a great place to work:

sustainable approaches.

diving center, a model for ecotourism, a
school

for

Natural

Agriculture,

in a reasonable strategic direction, and

a

enhancing

Chumphon Cabana Resort and Diving
Center may deserve one or more of

self-reliance

through

these praises. In the context of this
book,

the

outstanding
application

company
case

is

also

study

of

the

an

of

the

Corporate

Sustainability under the Sufficiency
Economy Philosophy in recovering from

a crisis, building immunity against

Company: Chumphon Cabana Resort and Diving Center Co. Ltd.
6
5
Qual Ave:
Total Ave:

6

Risk
Management
(Self-Immunity)

Average of
Qualitative

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)

Sustainability
(Moderation)

Risk
Management
(Self-Immunity)

Average of
Quantitative

AVERAGE by
Stakeholders

Quant Ave:

Sustainability
(Moderation)

Quantitative

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)

Qualitative

6

5

3

5

6

6

6

6

5

Employees

6

7

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Owners

5

7

3

5

7

6

5

6

6

Creditors

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

6

4

Suppliers

7

7

6

7
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n/a

n/a
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7

Competitors

6

5

4

5

5

Community

7

7

7

7

7

Environment

7

7

7

7

7

6

5

5

6

6

6
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6

6

5

Stakeholders
Customers/Buyers

AVERAGE

6

Average Qualitative & Quantitative
Scores by Pillars

6

Average Qualitative & Quantitative
Scores by Stakeholders
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7
6
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3
2
1
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Risk Management
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Environment
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Customers/Buyers
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Employees

Owners

Sustainability
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Competitors

Creditors
Suppliers
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A Resort with the Story

damages to Chumphon residents and
major infrastructures. Helps from all

On a peaceful Thung Wua Laen Beach in

over

Amphur Pathiu of Chumphon Province

Thailand

brought

significant

changes to the affected area. The dirt

about 450km (280 mi) from Bangkok on

road leading to Chumphon Cabana was

the eastern shore of the Gulf of Thailand,

paved using funds from the Tourism

a vacation resort operates in harmony

Authority of Thailand, making access to

with nature and local community of this

the resort easier than before. The resort

southern province. Chumphon Cabana

itself also had gone through many

was established in 1982 by Sukum

changes after the storm subsided. The

Sadakorn and Atchara Rukphan, the two

hotel expanded with three additional

founders and advocates of sustainable

eco-friendly

development, who aspired to build a

three-storied

buildings,

each designed to conserve energy and

vacation resort that responded to

blend well with natural surroundings

Chumphon’s growing tourism industry

reaching the height of only treetops.

while retaining the beauty of natural
surroundings in this untouched area.

At that time, getting there in itself was
an adventure involving driving through
an 18km (11mi) bumpy dirt road from

Petchakasem Road—the only major
highway from Bangkok to the southern

provinces. The hotel housed just seven

bungalows and a thatched pavilion.
Electricity powered by resort’s own

generator was available until midnight,
after which candles and flashlights came

Today, Chumphon Cabana—now called

preservation policy. Simple and isolated

and at the Bangkok sales office. The 12–

in. The beach was kept clean with no

Chumphon Cabana Resort and Diving

bonfire set up according to the resort’s

Center—has a staff of 120 in Chumphon

could have been the words that best

acre compound now houses three hotel

described Chumphon Cabana in its early

buildings with 110 standard rooms and

days

20 stand-alone bungalows at a price
range of $40 to $60 per room per night.

Then came the storm that changed

Other facilities include a 30-meter-long

everything. On November 4, 1989,

outdoor swimming pool, a seaside

Typhoon Gay hit Chumphon, claiming
almost 500 lives and causing severe

restaurant and meeting room, a beach
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bar, a massage corner, and a conference
hall with audio and visual equipment.

The resort also offers a variety of tour
and diving services, from Professional

Association of Diving Instructors- or
PADI-certified scuba diving courses to

individual
packages.

diving

A

scuba

and

snorkeling

diving

course

typically includes accommodation at the

resort, diving lesson in the pool, and real

Aside from accommodation and diving

which takes them to nearby diving sites

trainings,

programs, the resort is also a well-

dives off the coast. Alternatively, visitors

known destination for seminars and

can take a diving and snorkeling trip,

educational

are, for example, white water rafting,

‘green’

squid trapping tour. In 2008, the
Center

from

activities

relating

environment

management

system. Examples of the seminar and

served

training topics include environmental

approximately 52,500 hotel guests, with

management

around 40% of which using one or more

using

the

sufficiency

economy philosophy, managing the

types of the diving services.

business under crisis, and organic
agriculture.

No. of customers using various types of services
No. of customers (persons)
Accommodation

Diving courses & trips
Seminar participants

Seminar participants (SEP
topics only)

Source: Chumphon Cabana

2008

52,500
21,000
10,000

2,500

to

ecotourism, Natural Agriculture and

fruit valley rafting, firefly tour and BBQ
Diving

participants

public and private organizations join

offshore. Other sightseeing packages

resort’s

where

2007

45,000
18,000

8,000

1,500
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2006

42,500
16,000
5,000

500

2005

45,000
18,000
8,000
-

2004

48,000
20,000
7,000
-

Surviving the Financial Storm

After a chance meeting with Wiwat
Salayakamthorn, a leading scholar of

The 1997 Asian Economic Crisis pushed

Natural Agriculture and the King’s

Chumphon Cabana Resort and Diving

sufficiency

Center on the brink of collapse. Its debt

economy

philosophy,

at US$1.4 million, which the company

Rakphan was convinced that applying

ballooned when the Thai Baht lost its

from collapse. He started implementing

the

borrowed from foreign banks for the
resort’s

major

expansion

principles

of

the

Corporate

Sustainability could save his business

plan,

the principles with the hope of turning

value by 30-40%. To refinance this debt,

around the crisis.

the company borrowed from loan

sharks even during the crisis. Within

Back to Basics: The Stripped-

two years, the total amount of debt
exceeded US$8.5 million. With such

Down Turnaround

80% completion.

cut costs, enhance self-reliance, and

financial challenges, all expansion plans

Since

came to a screeching halt, despite an

business. Rakphan started growing rice

and vegetables, and raising chickens

year, causing the number of customers

within

to drop to a critical level. With revenue

the

resort

Agriculture techniques.

plummeting, the business suffered from

a severe shortage of cash for day-to-day
for

Cabana

promote sustainability of the resort

hit Chumphon at the end of the same

particularly

Chumphon

gradually initiated several projects to

To make the matter worse, a major flood

operations,

2000,

using

Natural

Natural Agriculture is an organic way to

staff

grow crops and produce without the use

remuneration and food supplies. The

of chemical fertilizers or pesticides.

financial trouble prompted Warisorn

Natural Agriculture puts an emphasis on

Rakphan, the Managing Director who

improving soil quality by using limited

inherited the business from his parents

resources to optimize the outputs

who had founded the resort, to ponder

without harming the environment and

some of the most difficult business

the consumers.

questions: how to cut down costs and

continue the resort operation while

To cut supply costs, the staff at

retaining his employees and keeping

Chumphon

redefined the resort’s future and shaped

soap, shampoo, car and bathroom

them happy. Little did he know he

Cabana

helped

produce

various types of cleaning liquid and

would soon take the course that

solution for hotel use, such as liquid

his own legacy.

cleaners, and detergent. After a while,
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the hotel could cut the cost of these

supplies nearly six-fold, from US$1,700

compared with other beach towns. The

to other areas like biodiesel made from

route

down to US$300 per month. Rakphan

famous Hua Hin seaside destination is
only half of the way from Bangkok en

also expanded his self-reliance projects

Alternatively,

flying to other coastal resorts located

using the biodiesel mainly on the boats

further south from Chumphon, like

for diving trips. Food scraps and kitchen

Phuket, Samui and Krabi. For this

swills were used to make chicken and

reason, visitors often shy away from the

fish feed as well as fertilizer for the rice

isolated coast of Chumphon.

and vegetable patches. Also, he carried

on the resort’s founding commitment to
conservation

Chumphon.

tourists can spend less than one hour

used cooking oil. The resort has been

environmental

to

During the first half of 2008, 151,876

by

visitors checked in at hotels and other

developing a natural water treatment

types of accommodation in Chumphon.

system around the resort using aquatic

The figure is dwarfed by that of Samui

plant like water hyacinth.

and Phuket, which amount to 489,080

and 1,624,129 visitors, respectively. The
majority of Chumphon visitors are Thais

(82% in the period mentioned) while

other aforementioned destinations tend
to rely heavily on foreign tourists. Also,

the number of accommodations in
Chumphon at 51 locations is one of the

Tourism in Chumphon

lowest among coastal provinces in

Due to its geographic location, the

From the total of 52,500 customers who

Southern Thailand.

province of Chumphon may be doomed

visited Chumphon Cabana in 2008,

to a second-tier status as a tourist

around 40,000 people, or 76%, were

destination. With traveling time of five

Thais.

to six hours from Bangkok by car,

Chumphon is a remote destination
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Corporate Sustainability

analysis, Chumphon Cabana earns 5s,

6s, and 7s in almost all of the three

Chumphon Cabana Resort and Diving

pillars and stakeholders.

Center’s commitment to sustainable

development can be reflected in its

operation and business practice. In our

Qualitative Scores by Stakeholders

Qualitative Scores by Pillars
Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Risk Management
(Self-Immunity)

Environment

Community

Customers/Buyers
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Employees

Owners

Sustainability
(Moderation)
Creditors

Competitors
Suppliers

Quantitative Scores by Pillars

Quantitative Scores by Stakeholders

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Risk Management
(Self-Immunity)

Suppliers

Employees

Sustainability
(Moderation)
Creditors

Note: Supplier scores are not available at this time.

Corporate Governance (Reasonableness)

Good corporate governance can be

the quick and effective chemical usage

case, Rakphan’s endeavor to uphold

was not an easy task. As they slowly

good governance is most evident in its
the

through research and experiment in
However, convincing them to abandon

among the firm’s stakeholders. In this
with

Owners

organic rice and vegetable farming.

measured by long-term mutual benefits

relationships

Customers/Buyers
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

learned the downside of chemical

employees,

usage—health hazards and failure to

community, and the environment.

meet quality standards—Rakphan had
to set an example of proving that

To gain support from the staff and

Natural Agriculture worked at the

community, who were mainly made up

resort’s farm. For instance, the 0.4-acre

of farmers, Rakphan started sharing

rice field at the resort yielded 8 barrels

with them the knowledge acquired

in the first year and over 10 barrels a
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year later, compared to 6-7 barrels on

provide incentives against cutting down

the same amount of land if chemicals

trees, the tree bank offers a way to

were used.

appraise the values of a tree as it is still
alive. The tree could be used as

Rakphan’s continuous efforts to build
strong

relationships

with

collateral for taking loans.

the

surrounding community have created

positive impacts to employees and
suppliers. All employees feel like a
family. Strong bonds such as these
result in a low employee turnover rate.

Holding on to the resort’s original

promise, Rakphan has demonstrated his

Although this new business approach

beachfront policy has kept the beach

the pay-off is quite satisfactory. While

long-term

environment.

consideration
Its

‘no

to

requires

the

significant

Chumphon Cabana peers which are

located on a close proximity faced

in Thailand. The resort has come to an

negative returns on average during

agreement with the Wua Laen Beach

2003-2007, Chumphon Cabana thrived

community to completely prohibit all

in this situation and generated profit.

kinds of motorized water transport

beyond transport purposes. In other

Sustainability (Moderation)

words, the beach is free from Jet Ski,

scooters, and banana boats. Also, no

As

found on the beach but rather deep in

resources (self-focused).

beach

projects such as growing organic crops,

guest buildings and the swimming pool.

raising chickens for eggs, producing

As a result, the beach remains pristine

various types of toiletries and cleaning

and there is no garbage or noise
the

sustainability

To cope with financial difficulty, several

have to walk further in land to get to the

for

recall,

through prudent uses of available

the coconut grove, and hotel guests still

Additionally

you

(moderation) refers to business growth

umbrellas,

boardwalks, and food stalls could be

pollution visible.

and

collaboration from many stakeholders,

development’

closer to nature than most other resorts

deckchairs,

effort

solution, and making fertilizers from
recycled waste tremendously cut cost

on food and hotel supplies. Other

environment

experiments, like the water treatment

stakeholder, Rakphan started a tree

system using aquatic plant like water

bank project as a way to save trees. To
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learning center for Natural Agriculture.

hyacinth initially, aimed at cost cutting

By sharing its knowledge, the resort has

also came with environmental benefits.

benefited from the consistent, low-cost

supply of local organic produce. In
addition, the tight bond with the

community has helped attract the locals
to work at the resort and promote their
pride and loyalty.

Rakphan also received attention from

the media which published stories of
Chumphon Cabana, and of Rakphan
himself, as the model for applying the

sufficiency economy philosophy to build

a sustainable business. From a quiet

These initiatives were fruitful: Rakphan
carried

on

the

commitment—to

resort’s

create

resort known among a small group of

original

tourists and divers, Chumphon Cabana

an

gained massive free publicity, and other

environmentally-friendly resort—while

opportunities emerged.

stepped up to become the pioneer in
sustainable tourism.

Public

under

outings to learn about how Rakphan had

the

done it. The number of visitors grew

Sufficiency Economy Philosophy and the

fivefold within a period of two years to

Natural Agriculture, Rakphan started

2,500 visitors in 2008. Uniquely among

lecturing the subject to local farmers to

resorts and diving centers in Thailand,

help them reduce their production costs,

Chumphon Cabana has successfully

which in turn help reduce the prices of
the

food

supplies

Cabana has to pay.

that

mitigated its risk of being lost in the

Chumphon

isolated province and has put itself
prominently on the map.

Success from on-site projects and

experiments led Rakphan to be the
provincial center of Natural Agriculture

techniques, and Chumphon Cabana was
transformed

into

the

organizations

seminars, conferences, and company

As a firm believer in the principles of the
Sustainability

private

organized trips to the resort for

Risk Management (Self-Immunity)
Corporate

and

community
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Financial Analysis
Income statement
(in Thousands Dollars)
Total net revenue
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit margin
Selling administrative expense
Other income
Earnings before interest and tax
Interest
Tax
Net income
Balance sheet
(in Thousands dollars)
Cash and cash equivalent
Total current assets
Long term assets
Total asset
Total current liability
Total liability
Share capital outstanding
Accumulated retained earning
Total equity

2007

2006

411.3
277.3
134.0
127.0
N.A
7.0
N.A
1.9
5.1

2005

397.3
245.6
151.8
145.6
N.A
6.2
N.A
1.9
4.3

2007

2006

8.3
21.8
48.4
1,245.3
49.0
177.8
1,351.4
-283.9
1,067.5

2004

405.9
330.7
75.2
104.2
N.A
-29.0
N.A
1.8
-30.8
2005

16.0
16.1
1,025.4
1,076.7
14.3
14.3
1,351.4
-289.0
1,062.4

2003

402.5
300.8
101.7
96.1
N.A
5.7
N.A
1.7
4.0
2004

4.7
4.7
956.7
1,214.1
3.7
3.7
1,351.4
-141.0
1,210.4

360.9
267.9
93.1
88.9
N.A
4.1
N.A
1.3
2.9
2003

4.2
4.3
1,000.7
1,245.9
4.7
4.7
1,351.4
-110.2
1,241.2

3.5
3.7
1,047.2
1,244.8
7.6
7.6
1,351.4
-114.1
1,237.2

Source: Business Online

Beyond the Horizon

Thailand has already experienced a
drop in number of inbound tourists,

A trace of the principles of Corporate

consequently

Sustainability is evident at Chumphon

On the other hand, together with lower

corporate governance (reasonableness),

oil

mutual benefits between the resort and

resort is a case study of success in

rethinks the weight and focus it puts on

into various types of customer groups.

various target customers. The resort has
yet to draft a concrete plan for the

Although a negative impact from recent

future, taking into account the social and

Chumporn

anticipated,

of

Perhaps it is time Chumporn Cabana

managing business risks by diversifying

be

emergence

which can be reached only by car.

sustainability (moderation). And the

can

the

traveling in Thailand, especially those

Several projects share a common goal of

tourism

and

may prompt local tourists to consider

environment are keys to its success.

on

prices

alternative fuel, the economic downturn

its staff, suppliers, community, and the

downturn

Chumphon

Cabana’s revenue from foreign guests.

Cabana Resort and Diving Center. For

economic

affecting

political factors that influence change to

its

the Chumphon area and to the nation’s

magnitude is still unclear. On one hand,
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tourism policy. Then, in the face of
potential competition, for instance, the

arrival of international hotel chains,
could Chumphon Cabana act promptly
while keeping its legacy as one of
Thailand’s
tourism.

model

for

sustainable
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Nithi Foods: Curing Dependency
Situated on three acres of land in

certificates and awards, ranging from

heart of the northern capital, the

recent initiative to expand the product

Sanpatong

District

of

Chiang

Mai

food-related

province, a 30-minute drive from the

48,000-square-feet

compound

now

owner,

bring

good

portfolio in order to cure dependency,

best exemplifying the risk management

where 55 full-time employees, led by a
inspiring

to

corporate governance practice. Yet, the

accommodate the factory and office
young

certificates

(self-immunity), would probably shred

the

lights for the management team to

principles of Corporate Sustainability to

prove a showcase of past success and to

life. Through its constantly development

thrive in the business discipline under

in achieving high-quality production

Corporate Sustainability principles.

and high customer satisfaction, Nithi
Foods is credited with a broad range of
Company: Nithi Foods Co. Ltd.
5
Total Ave:

Qual Ave:

5

Average of
Qualitative

Corporate
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Sustainability
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5
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6

6
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5
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4

5
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4
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5
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Full Content in a Small Package

powder—such as garlic, chili, white

and black pepper, shallot, ginger,

Nithi Foods Company Limited is a smallsized

manufacturer

agricultural

products,

of

Chinese parsley, lemongrass, kaffir

processed

mainly

lime leaf, and galangal;

using

2. Fried products: fried garlic flakes,

fresh herbs, spices, and vegetables as

garlic-flavored palm oil or soybean

raw materials, with an average annual

oil,

gross production of 3,000 tons. Founded

fried

shallot,

flavored palm oil;

in 1998 by two brothers, Kobchai and

and

shallot-

3. Prepared fresh products: minced or

Suraphon Taweelertnithi, the company

sliced garlic, lemongrass, galangal,

focused on product quality and safety,

turmeric, kaffir lime leaf, kaffir lime

customer satisfaction, and continuous

peel, and pickled garlic; and

improvements in technology and cost

4. Rice products: dehydrated, ground

efficiency.

broken or cooked rice.

In late 2008, the business was passed on
to a new generation of leadership—

Smith Taweelertnithi, son of a co-

founder,

a

foreign-educated

young

blood who is determined to take the
company farther than ever before.

Thriving in the Agro-industry
The agro-industry is typically laid out in

Nithi Foods began with a registered

an old-fashion structure: farmers send

capital of US$367,215 in 1998. Sales

their crop or produce to collectors or

reached US$1.35 million in the following

middlemen, who sell to processors, who

year, and within five years the figure

transform the produce and supply the

almost doubled to US$2.6 million. In

products to manufacturers of final

order to align the production capacity
with

such

growth,

the

goods. The goods are distributed to

company

consumers

increased its capital investment to
US$1,395,417 in 2004.

through

distributors,

wholesalers and retailers, depending on

how the trade is organized. Nithi Foods
is the processor in this chain.

The company categorizes its products

into four groups:

Selling to the manufacturers is done

1. Dehydrated products: dehydrated

through its sister company, Bell Foods,

spices and herbs in the form of
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located in Bangkok where Nithi Foods’

major customers are. Bell Foods is also

A Cure for Dependency

Nithi Foods determines whether or not

processed food to manufacturers of

responsible for negotiating deals and

For almost two decades, Nithi Foods has

the deal is feasible.

retail food products. Data in the past

keeping contact with them, whereas

simply acted as a supplier who provides

five years indicated that over 90% of its

As stated in the company vision,

production has been for only two large

customer satisfaction is of paramount

accounts; both are big names in the

importance, and Nithi Foods is quite in a

instant food industry. Each customer

league of its own. Every year, Bell Foods

accounted for approximately 50% and

conducts a survey measuring customer

40% of the total production, while the

satisfaction in approximately 10 aspects.

rest has gone to small orders from the

Results from 2007 and 2008 indicated

domestic and overseas markets, with

that over 60% of the responses were

the latter making up only 1% of the total

‘very satisfied’ and ‘most satisfied’ on a

production.

five-point scale.

However, change was on its way. Having

Keeping customers satisfied by applying

realized the risk of heavily depending on

the knowledge of market demand and

few

customer needs is essential in Nithi

business into other customer groups.

food safety, quality, and knowledge of

market demand and customer needs—
have

The idea gave birth to a new brand

thorough

‘Urban Farm’ in 2007, aiming at urban

understanding in the nature of raw
materials

and

cost

structure.

the

the management set out to expand its

Beside the pre-conditions for success—
must

and

instant/ready-to-cook food products,

the industry requires other key factors.

business

customers

opportunities in the retail market for

Foods’ business; however, thriving in

the

corporate

professionals, particularly those with a

A

busy lifestyle who look for a quick

processed food supplier should be able

cooking solution. Urban Farm is a

material shortage and price fluctuations.

noodles. It boasts less unpleasant smell

to adapt to varying circumstances and

dehydrated,

hedge against uncertainty, including

of the greens while preserving the

appropriate for each type of product is
crucial

to

the

mixed

vegetables for mixing in rice and instant

Having the cost structure that is
also

ready-to-cook

natural sweetness of vegetables. The

company’s

product resembles dry vegetables found

profitability, and is an important factor

in a cup of instant noodles, although

in the company’s investment decisions,

Urban Farm throws in a larger variety of

especially on machinery.
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vegetables into the foil package. It also

comes in the form that would appeal to

material

informative packaging. Currently, the

Foods to determine the cost and price of

shelved

at

the final product.

leading

premium supermarkets in Bangkok and
other major cities.

notoriously

it difficult for a buyer such as Nithi

outlets: a flavor variety and colorful,
are

is

difficult. Fluctuations in price also make

those who shop in the retail food
products

shortage

To cope with these issues, Nithi Foods
obtains key raw materials from several
suppliers. Since 2004, the company has

maintained a safe level of dependency

on its major suppliers, with each of the
three largest suppliers providing no

more than 30% of the total value of

supplies each year. Also, the company
regularly conducts on-site quality audit

by sending its own staff to inspect the
produce at the farms. Procurement
agreement is usually arranged during

the growing season, while some raw

materials are maintained in stock before
the bidding, to ensure that the company
can bear the cost.

As another self-immune tool, Nithi

Besides the consumer market, the

Foods

company has increasingly put effort to
capture

other

B2B

on

The measure has become increasingly
important

since

2007

when

the

company started sourcing from foreign

Coping with Nature’s

suppliers, which accounted for 10% and

Uncertainty

18% in 2007 and 2008, respectively.

Using agricultural produce as raw

materials, the company is inevitably

Corporate Sustainability

faced with several issues caused by

In our analysis, Nithi Foods earns 4s, 5s,

uncertain forces of nature. Quality

and 6s in almost all of the three pillars

control on agricultural produce is a
while

contracts

the risk of exchange rate fluctuations.

and orders from overseas markets.

business,

forward

imports of raw materials to minimize

customers,

particularly small domestic accounts

tricky

uses

and stakeholders.

forecasting
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Employees
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Corporate Governance (Reasonableness)
Nithi

Foods’

Owners

Bell Foods, Nithi Foods’ sister company
and its sole distribution agent.

Most notably in terms of corporate
governance,

Customers/Buyers
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

longtime

relationship with the few but high-

Aside from competitive remuneration,

In recent years, the company has put

raise the health and safety standard in

valued customers is a strong evidence

social and health benefits provided to

for the firm’s commitment to customers.
effort

to

benchmark

itself

the employees, Nithi Foods endeavors to

against

the workplace. The effort is evidenced

international standards in food safety

by two national awards the company

(GMP, HACCP, HALAL) and quality

has received in recent years—Healthy

management (ISO 9001). The attempt,

Workplace Award and Zero Accident

which has promoted effectiveness in

Campaign—as well as the Occupational

management and production efficiency,

Health and Safety Standard (OHSAS

resulted in improved overall quality of
both

products

increased

and

customer

service,

18001) given in early 2008.

hence

satisfaction.

In

Still, staff retention does not entirely

addition to these quality seals, Nithi

depend on the number of awards the

Foods consistently measures customer

company has won. With heavy reliance

satisfaction using surveys conducted by

on a few large orders, the company had
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limited control over the production level

in each year. The varying production

For the

demands inevitably result in some, but

environment,

Nithi

Foods

obtained the ISO 14001 certification in

not exceeding, changes in workforce

2007 which certifies the company for

function, left the company, compared to

systems.

level. In 2008, for example, 33% of the

having a low environmental footprint

employees, mainly in the production

and

half the amount in the previous year.

sufficient

waste

management

Sustainability (Moderation)

Given the ominous recession, however,

Nithi Foods has shown good account of

payroll

expansion decisions. Only when the

responsibility

the company insists on the no-layoff
average

by

4.5%

for

company

production and 8% for sales and
administration.

in

the

years after startup. In recent years, the
company has put effort in reducing
financial leverage and focusing on

low debt level, and the company

equity

financed its plant expansion in 2006

fundraising

to

expand

the

business. As cited earlier, long-term

through some degrees of equity. As a

debt picked up just before the expansion

result, its financial status has never gone

from US$185,272 to almost US$300,000

too leveraged and thus its credibility

in 2006; however, major slice of fund

remains untroubled. In figures, long-

was raised from equity, thanks to strong

term debt accounted for merely around

retained earnings accumulated from the

5 to 8% during the period of expansion,
traditional

confident

from US$367,215 to US$1,395,417, six

interest of creditors. It has remarkably

this

was

its capital investment almost fourfold,

aspects, Nithi Foods also acts in good

Additionally,

its

prospective growth, the company raised

Looking beyond customer and employee

much lower than its peers’.

considering

financial capability particularly in major

policy while planning to increase its
on

by

past years. The management addressed

that no other substantial fixed-asset
investment be required in the next three

yet

years, at least.

vulnerable business indeed provides

lucrative returns. Profitability index

In terms of operations, Nithi Foods is in

highlighted a big leap of profits over the

a

past five years. The 2007 ROE remained

constant

pursuit

of

operational

effectiveness and production efficiency.

favorable at 12.4%, versus its peers’

Staff trainings have increasingly become

ROEs of 9.7%. Net profit margin is at

an

7.5%, which is almost double that of

essential

part

of

the

factory

operation, particularly since the new

some of its peers.

leadership is assumed. The budget
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allocated to staff trainings each year has

To strengthen its innovation capability,

result of these efforts, all operation-level

US$14,000 on R&D each year, with

increased since 2006, with a significant

Nithi Foods claims to have spent no less
than 1.5% of its gross profit, or over

spending of US$5,875 in 2008. As a

around 40% of the amount spent on

employees are highly versatile and can

remuneration of the R&D team and the

perform tasks in various production

rest on lab equipment and materials.

units. This helps the factory enhance its

Also, employee trainings have become a

flexibility, increase capacity to 3,000
tons per year, and lower the production

requirement for operation-level staff to

the percentage yield from raw materials

promote work efficiency have been

practices like lean manufacturing and

study of the installation of energy-

promote efficiency and versatility of the

cost. Additionally, the new management

workforce.

has plans to initiate projects to increase

Kaizen

recognized

philosophy

of

initiatives

to

introduced, for instance, product recycle

and further improve cost efficiency by
incorporating

Several

and waste management, a preliminary

industrial

saving machines, and most importantly,

continuous

quality control and quality assurance.

improvement of manufacturing process

Along with these striking efforts, Nithi

into the factory’s production line.

Foods remains connected with customer

Risk Management (Self-Immunity)

responses through the annual customer

Nithi Foods’ most noteworthy practice

surveys conducted by Bell Foods.

of corporate sustainability is perhaps

Financial Summary

how the company struggles to immune
itself against unforeseen changes in the

The impact of the economic slowdown

The 2007 launch of Urban Farm, a brand

sales growth slowed to 4.5% in 2007

market.
of

dehydrated

vegetables

on the Thai food industry has been less
serious than on other industries. Annual

targeting

from 30% in 2005. But its net profit

urban professionals who look for a

margin has remained favorable in the

quick way to prepare a meal, illustrates

past five years.

Nithi Foods’ attempt to diversify its

business into other markets. Although

Recently,

the effort may not necessarily suggest

the

company

underwent

production capacity and warehouse

the company’s new strategic direction, it

expansion, partly to facilitate the debut

provides safeguard against undesirable

of “Urban Farm”—a means to mitigate

circumstances and means to elude cost-

customer risk. As a result, loan financing

driven competition in the industrial

and interest picked up during the past

market.
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couple of years. Apart from capital

expenditure, short term financing for

over the long run, especially when

payable, apparently grew in line with

customer

working

receivable,

capital,

including

inventory,

and

sales and business expansion.

account

growth is under way. Therefore, more

account

appropriate credit policy for either
considered.

In particular, account receivable has

envisioned

indicating more requirement of liquidity

control,

the payment from customers, on five-

of

internal

quality

control,

employee

and new product development.

supplier;

however, this can hurt the company

Balance sheet
(in Thousands Dollars)
Cash and cash equivalent
Account receivable
Inventory
Total current asset
Plant and equipment
Total asset
Account payable
Short term loan
Total current liability
Long term loan
Total liability
Share capital outstanding
Accumulated retained earning
Total equity
Source: Business Online.

number

expand customer base, including pricing

six-fold more. A quick payment is
Income statement
(in Thousands Dollars)
Total net revenue
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling administrative expense
Other income
Other expense
Earnings before interest and tax
Interest
Tax
Net income

a

competitive strategies to maintain and

back to its creditors 35 times, or almost
the

be

development and retention, as well as

year average, six times a year, it paid
for

could

improvement programs, including cost

financing. While the company received

good

supplier

In years to come, the management

kept increasing over the last five years,

certainly

or

2007

2006

4,045.0
3,231.3
813.6
354.6
18.5
0.1
477.4
42.9
131.1
303.4

3,872.1
3,038.9
833.2
314.3
5.8
524.8
37.6
143.1
344.0

2006

2007
59.3
855.1
1,233.2
2,153.4
1,227.0
3,394.2
91.5
569.7
757.1
195.6
952.7
1,395.4
894.1
2,441.5
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116.8
852.8
1,456.6
2,431.8
1,280.8
3,738.9
610.3
460.7
1,188.8
297.8
1,486.6
1,395.4
695.4
2,252.3

2005
3,368.9
2,653.4
715.5
306.1
3.9
413.2
14.2
117.5
281.6

2005
28.1
551.2
1,071.9
1,668.5
801.0
3,020.2
208.4
537.4
846.3
185.3
1,032.7
1,395.4
421.2
1,987.6

2004
2,582.9
2,173.4
409.5
228.0
0.4
181.9
8.5
51.6
121.8

2004
21.2
415.4
954.5
1,398.4
886.3
2,306.1
30.7
409.6
513.6
520.8
1,395.4
209.4
1,785.3

2003
2,282.6
2,013.8
268.8
167.8
0.1
101.1
22.5
23.4
55.2

2003
32.6
257.0
1,098.0
1,394.7
740.5
2,154.8
38.8
574.0
652.2
671.9
1,395.4
87.5
1,483.0

The Road Ahead
Nithi

Foods is

one of the

most

recognized B2B fresh food suppliers in

the Thai food industry. However, a

traditional way of competition in an
agricultural industry could have left the

company even more susceptible to price
and cost fluctuations. To pass through

the current economic storm and set a
sustainable ground of business model,

Nithi Foods gave birth to Urban Farm.

So far, it may not yet cast the spell. More
marketing for Urban Farm may need to

be undertaken. At the same time,
another Nithi Foods’ challenge is to

manage day-to-day operation, especially
the working capital. A further mismatch

could possibly drill down cash balance
or even urge the company for more
short-term financing in the near future.

A final remark is that Nithi Foods should

continue to uphold a strong application
of

the

Corporate

Sustainability

principles. Gladly, Urban Farm is a great

illustration of risk management (selfimmunity) practice. Looking through

the eyes of Smith Taweelertnithi, we see
determination

story.

and another success
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Nopadol Panich: Weathering the Storms
Nopadol Panich is a resilient player in

implementation of the principles of the

the crisis-prone construction material

Corporate

retailing industry. From its humble

Sustainability

under

Sufficiency Economy Philosophy.

beginning four decades ago as a

traditional-trade mini-store to today’s

the

modern-trade mega-store located on a

busy highway in the heart of Thailand’s
second-largest city. Its founder has
attributed

the

company’s

survival

through numerous economic storms

and strong growth to his relentless

Company: Nopadolpanich Cementhai Home Mart Max Co. Ltd.
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In the beginning

Nopadol Arnontavilas

Education:
• Honorary Degree, Bachelor of Art,
Business Administration, Chiang Mai
Rajabhat Institute, year of 1996
• Honorary Doctorates Business
Administration, Human Resource
Management, Chiang Mai Rajabhat
Institute, year of 2000

Forty years ago, a young entrepreneur
from an impoverished family by the
name

of

Nopadol

Arnontavilas

established Chiang Mai Nopadol Panich

Partnership to sell construction and
design products in the outskirts of

Chiang Mai, Thailand’s second-largest

Career:
• President of Nopadol Panich Company
Limited
• Chief Executive Officer of Nakornping
Pattana Company Limited
• Board Committee of Northern Thai Pipe
Company Limited
• Committee of Human Development of
Chiang Mai University
• Committee of Human Development of
Payap University
• President of Srithana Commercial
College and Chiang Mai Institute of
Technology

city located in the north. Operated on a
mere space of 140 square meters,

Arnontavilas recognized the untapped
opportunity in being the first licensed

supplier in the northern region of the
construction materials manufactured by

Cement Thai Home Mart, one of the

largest construction material producers
in Thailand and a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Siam Cement Group,

Social Role:
• Board Committee of Chiang Mai
Chamber of Commerce
• President of Chiang Mai Chinese
Merchant Association
• Board Committee of Family and Youth
Court of Chiang Mai

one of the Thailand’s largest industrial
conglomerates.

Arnontavilas quickly moved to secure

the license. Although not exclusive, the
license did generate enough demand

Rotary Club:
• District Govern of Rotary International,
No. 3360

that soon the current location became
too small. He tripled the size his store by
1978, and in 1992 he relocated to the

current 4-acre space near the highway

In addition, Arnontavilas transformed

with easy access for auto-trucks, thus

his store from traditional-trade into

providing additional benefits to his

modern-trade,

customers. This location grouped the
facilitating

and

intra-company

his

partnership

Nopadol Panich Company Limited.

comprehensive

construction

material store in the region. However,

management. During this time, he
incorporated

customers

with the first modern, attractive, clean,

office, store, and warehouse in the same
area,

providing

the payment system was still traditional

into

at that time, with mostly cash-based

transactions. Operations, logistics, and
inventory were still unsystematic.
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During the 1997 Asian Economic Crisis,

entrepreneur and served as its Chiang

many construction material suppliers

Mai District Governor from 2000 to
2001.

shut down but Nopadol Panich survived.
It took some hit from customers who

During his time in Rotary, Arnontavilas

defaulted on outstanding payments
(intentionally or not). Instead of forcing

executed several projects throughout

repayment, threatening legal actions

northern Thailand, from building day-

with some customers, or writing off the

care centers where needed to providing

50% credit for certain customers, so

connections

debt, the firm decided to extend the

educational

the region.

This action won customers’ heart,

loyal

Also, the time spent in Rotary influenced
the way Arnontavilas managed Nopadol
Panich. He treated all employees as

Recently, Cement Thai restructured its

family

licensing system, with its premier, mostlicensees.

to

In

the

2003,

providing

free

supported self-development programs

best-performing
Cement

members,

breakfasts and lunches at the office. He

favorable “Home Mart Max” status
awarded

authorities,

connected in the business community in

means to manage their account payable.
customers.

local

experience helped him become well

missed payment, had more time and
become

to

community at large. In the end, this

normal economic times would not have

to

stationery

potential customers, and even the

that the struggling customers who, in

them

and

supplies to schools. He made important

payment schedule and allow for up to

helping

tools

for his employees, and established

Thai

channels for them to voice suggestions

promoted Nopadol Panich to Nopadol

and comments to the firm. Moreover, he

Panich Cement Thai Home Mart Max,

ensured the company was accountable

the first and only licensed Cement Thai

to society through a number of social

construction material supplier in Chiang

programs

Mai.

such

as

donation

underprivileged children in the area.

The Leader

to

Arnontavilas came from a humble

With excellent financial performance

helping his business today. One of his

by the Thai Chamber of Commerce in

and good governance, Nopadol Panich

background but in the intervening years

was awarded Good Governance Award

he has made important network that is

2003.

networking tools was the Rotary Club, of

which he has been an active member
since his early years as business
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Competition
Nopadol Panich faces stiff competition

But the current situation is becoming

and Home Work, as well as local

factors—the current global recession

dire

from major national players such as

domestic

such as Global House, Vira Panich, and
Nopadol

Panich’s

benefits,

of

intensifying

which dents the real estate market, the

construction suppliers in Chiang Mai

To

because

competitions but the macroeconomic

Boonthavorn, Home Mart, Home Pro,

Home Mall.

not

continues

political
to

uncertainty

depress

that

consumer

confidence, and the decline in the

demand of construction materials by the

the

hospitality players due to the decreasing

company is a licensed supplier of

number of tourists to the country. Its

Cement Thai products, which are widely

glimmer of hope lies in the renovation

perceived as high-quality products from

market.

one of the largest and most trusted
industrial conglomerates in the country.

Corporate Sustainability
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Suppliers

Risk Management
(Self-Immunity)

Corporate Governance (Reasonableness)
principles

of

the

Philosophy

Corporate

have

Owners

practiced at Nopadol Panich since day
one. For the customers, the firm

Sustainability under the Sufficiency
Economy

Employees

Sustainability
(Moderation)
Creditors

The

Customers/Buyers
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

provides high quality products and

been

after-sale services. Customers can ask
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for refund within 15 days of purchase.

who suffer from cold and frostbites

Call centers are readily available to

during the sometimes harsh winter

answer any questions and comments.

season, as well as offer internship
opportunity to fresh graduates and full

Employees are taken care of like family

time employed to potentials.

members. Nopadol Panich provides free
meals,

subsidizes

performance

housing,

incentives,

and

as

As for competitors, Nopadol Panich is

organizes

the biggest local player in an industry

company trips to destinations outside of

competed primarily on the basis of

Thailand. This is most cherished by

undifferentiated goods. Its competitors

outside of Thailand. To them, traveling

Rather, it builds its reputation on the

employees as a great number of them—

always undercut price, but it refrains

almost entirely locals—have rarely been

from engaging in destructive price wars.

abroad is an aspiration.

customer service and product quality.
Sustainability (Moderation)

Incentive and compensation per head
have been perceived as an investment

Nopadol Panich concentrates on the

aspect than its peers, which eventually

designing products to sub-contractors

long-term benefit by focusing on its

rather than expenses; therefore, the

expertise of selling construction and

company sets aside more budget on this

and individual homeowners.

results in higher productivity based on
operating margin during 2003-2007.

Moreover, Nopadol Panich is frugal in
terms of purchasing new equipment

Furthermore, as many foreign investors

when the existing ones still work well.

start real-estate businesses in Chiang

Office equipment, for instance, is being

Mai, Nopadol Panich provides free
English

language

training

to

fully utilized. Overall, the company can

its

finance itself without the need for long-

employees to aid their communication
with potential foreign clients.

term debt while enjoying moderate
annual growth of 9% during 2003-2007.

For the community, Nopadol Panich

Risk Management (Self-Immunity)

budgets US$25,000-30,000 of its annual

as

It is very interesting that although sales

donations to local nursing homes, and

the year 2007 was approximately 40%

profits

for

CSR

efforts,

such

in the year 2007 decreased to the same

educational scholarships for children in

level as in the year 2004, net profit in

the nearby communities, blood drive,

higher. Having the same level of sales

handing out blankets and warm clothes

but higher profit is evidence that

to poor people on the hills of Chiang Mai
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Nopadol Panich does not overlook

that Nopadol Panich puts in place. While

management

suppliers, including Bathroom Design

another crucial pillar of the Corporate
Sustainability
improving

its

principles

of

(self-immunity).
ability

in

it is the licensed dealer of Cement Thai,

risk

it also carries products from 200-300

By

cost

management especially operating cost,
to

unfavorable

with the past.

weather

circumstance

any

(see

products.

Its

“Bathroom

Design”

chapter in this book). Only 40% of its

the company could put itself in a better
position

products

sales revenue comes from Cement Thai

given

compared

buyers

were

not

concentrated on any particular groups,
ranging

from

sub-contractors

individual homeowners.

Apart from effective cost management,
diversification is another mechanism

Financial Analysis

Income statement
(in Thousands Dollars)
Total net revenue
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit margin
Selling administrative expense
Other income
Earnings before interest and tax
Interest
Tax
Net income

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

27,596.9
25,208.4
2,388.5
1,878.6
21.1
521.3
49.0
153.6
318.7

37,644.9
35,079.3
2,565.7
1,868.2
31.4
728.9
21.8
217.0
490.2

29,149.8
26,916.0
2,233.8
1,642.2
24.3
615.8
29.1
180.8
405.9

27,516.6
25,656.1
1,860.5
1,425.0
18.1
412.0
26.6
158.4
227.0

21,181.6
19,948.1
1,233.4
915.3
93.6
267.3
2.7
82.3
182.2

2004

2003

Source: Business Online

Balance sheet
(in Thousands dollars)
Cash and cash equivalent
Account receivable
Inventory
Total current asset
Plant and equipment
Total asset
Account payable
Short term loan
Total current liability
Long term loan
Total liability
Share capital outstanding
Accumulated retained earning
Total equity

2007
137,654
3,066,237
2,715,569
6,198,127
2,630,535
8,837,794
3,274,109
3,774,991
N.A.
3,774,991
2,937,720
2,125,083
5,062,804

2006
204,697
5,089,736
2,412,984
7,891,833
2,658,534
10,555,982
5,161,310
621,178
5,782,489
N.A.
5,782,489
2,937,720
1,835,774
4,773,494

Source: Business Online
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2005
59,207
3,287,381
2,085,163
5,549,868
2,615,772
8,181,637
2,920,105
948,815
3,868,920
N.A.
3,868,920
2,937,720
1,374,997
4,312,718

23,009
3,077,552
1,777,785
5,862,778
2,631,655
8,522,092
3,041,022
1,545,874
4,586,896
N.A.
4,586,896
2,937,720
997,475
3,935,195

105,467
3,728,002
1,042,714
5,346,293
2,004,528
7,394,249
2,584,878
272,304
3,562,235
65,061
3,627,296
2,937,720
829,233
3,766,953

to

A Word of Caution
Nopadol Panich rose from a humble

beginning to be one of the largest and
most successful construction material
resellers in the northern region of

Thailand. This could not have happened

without Arnontavilas’ ardent practice of
the Corporate Sustainability principles.
He capitalized on his expertise and
maintained good relationships with

customers and business partners. He

limited the excessive uses of financial
leverage and kept debt at a manageable
level.

Nopadol Panich does have a few areas to

improve. Environmental impact is one.

Also, it might need to pay more

attention to profitability. In spite of

higher net profit, its ROE appears to be
significant

lower

than

comparable

companies in the same industry. In

response, the company might consider
optimizing its financial leverage or
enhancing its asset utilization.
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Phiboonchai Mae Pranom: Bridging Traditional and Modern
Today

the

“Mae

Pranom”

brand

stopped growing, and never abandoned

registers among Thai consumers as the

the

top-of-mind, ready-to-use bottled Thai

principles

Sustainability.

chili pastes and sauces for cooking and
dipping—a reputation built up from 50

of

the

Corporate

years of assiduous production that

ensures the highest quality and a

consistent taste of the authentic Thai
cuisine. For the past five decades,
Phiboonchai Mae Pranom Thai Chili
Paste, the brand’s producing company,

has never stopped innovating, never

Company: Phiboonchai Mae Pranom Thai Chili Paste Co. Ltd.
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From Humble Beginning…

golden opportunity to capture this

emerging market, Daengsupa quit his

Thai chili paste has always been a

job in 1956 and started a business of

crucial ingredient in Thai cooking. Made

selling homemade bottled Thai chili

from dried chili, shallots, and garlic,
Thai chili paste is what gives curries and

paste with help from his cooking expert

and subtle sweetness that symbolize the

synonymous with high-quality authentic

wife,

spicy-and-sour soups (think tom yum)

whose

face—would

the delicious blend of tangy spiciness

name

(Pranom)—and

eventually

become

Thai chili paste for the modern living.

unique taste of authentic Thai cuisine.

Thai chili paste is not difficult to make

Every day, Pranom Daengsupa hand-

become more and more of a luxury in

husband would drive the van selling the

began to race around the clock and

received by the consumers. Business

steer away from making meals from

450 full-time employees is equipped

selected the ingredients to make the

but it demands a certain amount of

Mae Pranom Thai chili paste, while her

preparation time—something that has

paste to consignment vendors and

modern society. Thai families embarked

individuals. The secret recipe was well-

on that change in the 1950’s when lives
technology

speeded

scratch

buying

up

soon expanded from kitchen to factory

meal

production. Currently, the factory with

preparation time. Consumers began to
to

ingredients.

with the state-of-the-art manufacturing

ready-to-cook

machineries with an annual capacity of
3,400 metric tons and occupies a 12acre land on the outskirt of Bangkok.
The

Mae

Pranom

products,

now

numbered over 50 varieties, are sold in

over 40 countries in five continents
around the world.

Today, Mr. & Mrs. Daengsupa, aged 80

and 73 years, have handed over the
management

to

the

second

generation but still personally inspect

A young entrepreneur named Sirichai

the manufacturing process daily to

Daengsupa noticed the changing trend.

ensure the quality of products.

But he also believed that regardless of

how lifestyles changed, Thai consumers
would prefer that familiar taste of good,

authentic chili paste. Foreseeing a

role
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Herbs
PHRIK
(Chili - Capsicum annuum)
HOM DAENG
(Shallot - Allium ascalonicum)
KRATIUM
(Garlic - Allium sativum)

Medicinal effect
Hot-tasting, relieves colic, bloated stomach, helps
digestion, regulates pulse, blood circulation,
prevents rheumatism, stimulates gastric juices
and appetite.
Helps reduce perspiration, cures infections,
prevents colds, headaches, nasal congestion,
nourishes kidneys, eyesight.

Hot-tasting, irritates the nose, relieves colic,
bloated stomach, cures skin diseases caused by
allicin.

MAKHAM
Sour, cures constipation as tamarind contains
(Tamarind - Tamarindus indica) several organic substances, tartaric, citric, etc.,
relieves coughs, throat irritations from phlegm.
KHA
(Galanga - Alpinia galangal)

Hot-tasting, bitter, relieves colic, dysentery,
hemorrhage. Old galingale cures skin diseases as
it kills fungi. May be used as fragrant oil.

TA-KHRAI
(Lemongrass - Cymbopogon
cirtratus)

Fragrant, nourishes digestive system, stimulates
appetite, deodorizes bad odors, relieves colic and
stimulates perspiration. Fresh leaves relieve
high-blood pressure, fever. Roots relieves colic
and diarrhea. Stems help relieve flatulence and
stimulate appetite.
Fragrant, but hot, stimulates appetite, relieves
colic, bloated stomach. Deodorizes bad order.
Nourishes hair roots and scalp, ensuring fertile
hair.

MAKRUT
(Kaffir lime - Citrus hystrix)

Product Variety

today’s best selling product is sweet
chili sauce for chicken, followed by Thai

The Mae Pranom products come in five

chili paste and chili in oil for tom-yum

product groups: chili pastes, sauces,

(spicy-and-sour soup). Important raw

curry pastes, instant seasonings, and

materials consist of chili, shallot, garlic,

other products. While Mae Pranom was

lemon grass, and tamarind. All Mae

originally known for its Thai chili paste,
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-

Pranom products contain no artificial
additives, MSG, or preservatives. Apart
from the Mae Pranom brand, the

company also produces Siam Kitchen, a
Thai chili paste brand with a lower price
range.

-

Research and development is at the

-

Research and Development
heart of the company. New products are
developed and introduced almost every

year. Products are routinely tested for

chemical and biological traces in inhouse

laboratory

laboratories

to

and

ensure

-

private

safety

and

quality. The inspection and acceptance
of

raw

materials,

is

guaranteed

the

International

Quality

Competition

for chicken as its competing product,

Mae Ploy brand by Theppadungporn

Coconut Co., Ltd., competing in the
curry pastes category,

Mae Sri brand by Namprik Mae Sri
Ltd.,

Part.

(99%

export),

also

competing in curry pastes and sauce
categories

but

mainly

international market, and

in

the

Chua Hah Seng brand by Chua Hah

Seng Food Product Co., Ltd., with
chili

paste

competing

market

but

in

the

targetting

foreign countries and the government’s

Standard

support of promoting Thai cuisine, there
is an international growth opportunity
in this industry. The challenge for Mae
Pranom with its current 70% domestic

Phiboonchai Mae Pranom
Revenues Breakdown, 2008

Sauces
Chili pastes
Curry pastes
Instant seasonings
Other products

export sales) with sweet chili sauce

With the popularity of Thai food in

HACCP

Certifications, HALAL, and ISO 9001:
2000.

by

Ltd., (30% domestic sales and 70%

different consumer groups.

are strictly controlled. The high quality
GMP,

brand

Pantainorasingh Manufacturing Co.,

domestic

production

process, and the final packaging process
by

Pantainorasingh

sales and 30% international sales is how

42%
40%
8%
5%
5%

to grow through the international
channels despite having exported to

international markets over 20 years
through traders.

Currently, Mae Pranom does not have

In Thailand the Mae Pranom brand is

high international recognition as it does

placed among the top three biggest

in Thailand. As a result, consumers

brands in market shares in all of its

abroad are less loyal to any particular

product categories. Major competitors

brand. In international markets, Mae Sri

include:

has

a

first-mover

aggressively
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advantage

expanding

in

through

exporters and distributors, occupying a

with

Pranom, 99% of Mae Sri’s sales came

only the best-selling products can have

large proportion of shelf spaces in many
international

market

approvals

indicating

manufacturing and expiration dates and
from local wet market to modern trade,

Asian grocery stores abroad. Unlike Mae
from

FDA

more access to shelf space making it

through

almost impossible for producers that do

contracts with international distributors

not have nationwide brand recognition

to be the sole brand of the same product
that the grocery stores could sell.

to enter into the modern-trade channel.

The position of Mae Pranom in the

The domestic market nearly reaches its

partly due to its late entry. Consumers

compete with big players. Small to

saturation rate making it hard for small

foreign market is not as strong as its

producers to heighten the growth and

competitor due to its sales strategy and

medium size producers usually sell their

in the foreign countries also have low

products

brand loyalty for sauces and pastes

through

consignments

or

wholesalers who distribute the products

products. Competition in the foreign

to local shops or selling them at the fairs

market is only among a few competitors

or special events. In modern trades, only

that have long history and large scale of

a few brands of the same products are

production. The competition in Thailand

available to consumers on the same

is much higher but can clearly define the

shelf. Mae Pranom is the most expensive

target markets by the distribution

among all domestic brands, yet it is

channels.

among the best sellers of curry paste,
Thai chili paste and dipping sauce

The cost of establishing this business is

products. This is a product category that

very low and the government also

competes more on quality and taste

supports local producers through Small-

than price.

Medium Enterprises (SME) and OTOP
program. 3 Therefore, there are many

Domestic Market

producers from small to large sizes.

However, only those with high quality

Demand for sauces and pastes is usually

behavior from homemade to the brand

are often served as condiments for non-

and brand recognition can be successful

lowest

in this business. With the shift in buying

during

the

annual

Thai

vegetarian festival in October as they
vegetarian dishes. Consumers make

their buying decisions based on the

One Tambon, One Product (OTOP) is
the government’s program to promote special
products from each village (tambon). OTOP
products cover a large array of products,
including handicrafts, garments, pottery, fashion
accessories, household items, and foods.
3

brand they can trust and the brand that
they prefer the taste.
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Of the 70% domestic sales of Mae

end-consumers

from

products similar in these categories.

Pranom

brand,

30%

comes

from

channels

have

low

awareness of the Mae Pranom brand
and brand royalty toward buying of

modern-trade channels while the rest
traditional

also

and

restaurants. Nowadays, more sales are

Financial Summary

shifting toward the modern trades as

hypermarket chains are aggressively
expanding throughout the country.

In 2007, Mae Pranom recorded revenue

To sustain the 10% annual growth

for 1.5% of total revenue. Revenue has

of US$9.8 million and net income of

Selling Internationally
desired

by

the

management,

approximately US$143,200, accounting

the

increased, on five-year average, at the

company is pushing to increase the sales

rate of 12.8%. With high liquidity and
low leverage position, it is truly a cash

of Mae Pranom internationally, as the

cow business.

domestic market approaches saturation.
Of

its

current

international

sales

During the past five years, the company

revenues, only 30% come from selling
directly to foreign importers abroad.

has

The remaining 70% come from selling

market.

long-term

According to the interview with the

management, the company tends to rely

international

on equity financing, rather than debt

financing. Above all, an investment

The challenge in presenting in the

decision is well thought-out, avoiding
any hasty move beyond its own feet.

international market is to go into new

markets where Mae Sri brand does not

dominate the shelf space. International
Income statement
(in Thousands Dollars)
Total net revenue
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling administrative expense
Other income
Other expense
Earnings before interest and tax
Interest
Tax
Net income

in

outstanding balance is crystal-clear.

foreign importers. Japan is currently
largest

engaged

borrowings at all, and thus the debt

to Thai exporters, who then sell to

Mae Pranom’s

not

2007

2006

9,814.4
8,574.4
1,240.0
1,036.9
3.4
206.4
0.4
62.8
143.2
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8,640.9
7,527.6
1,113.3
910.7
0.0
202.6
0.8
60.6
141.3

2005
7,532.2
6,593.9
938.3
760.3
0.0
178.0
0.6
54.2
123.2

2004
6,757.9
5,762.2
995.7
843.8
0.0
151.9
0.5
45.5
105.9

2003
5,893.3
5,241.4
651.9
456.2
0.3
0.0
196.0
0.5
38.7
156.8

Balance sheet
(in Thousands Dollars)
Cash and cash equivalent
Account receivable
Inventory
Total current asset
Plant and equipment
Total asset
Account payable
Short term loan and current portion of lon
Total current liability
Long term loan
Total liability
Share capital outstanding
Accumulated retained earning
Total equity
Source: Business Online.

2007

2006

567.2
1,023.4
872.7
2,487.7
1,896.9
4,384.6
913.3
485.3
1,597.8
1,597.8
1,733.3
1,053.5
2,786.8

2005

116.6
1,123.7
1,505.0
2,788.4
1,731.3
4,519.7
1,317.8
514.1
1,876.1
1,876.1
1,733.3
910.3
2,643.6

2004

83.5
836.9
1,549.5
2,494.9
1,762.6
4,257.5
1,126.5
597.4
1,755.2
1,755.2
1,733.3
769.0
2,502.3

2003

141.4
760.8
1,358.4
2,275.7
1,765.6
4,041.3
880.9
23.3
1,662.1
1,662.1
1,733.3
645.9
2,379.1

226.4
291.3
909.8
1,439.6
1,781.1
3,220.8
754.0
144.6
947.5
947.5
1,733.3
540.0
2,273.3
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Employees

Sustainability
(Moderation)
Creditors

Corporate Governance (Reasonableness)

beyond

Phiboonchai Mae Pranom embodies the

what

Employees

Corporate Sustainability principles. The

Owners

the

have

law

access

requires.

to

free

accommodation, subsidized meals, free

management operates the business

annual health checkups, and even

within its area of expertise of food

scholarships

condiments. It treats its employees well

for

their

school-aged

children. The management believes that
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employees are the main driving force

ROE of 4.8% and net profit margin of

company. As a result, turnover rate at

as high as 9.0% and net profit margin

behind its success, and their wellbeing

1.6% are considered very low when

often translates to benefit to the

compared to its peers with average ROE

this company is very low, only at 2.6%

3.2%.

in 2008.

lackluster

items

the

management

addressed that such profit level, though
tight, is satisfactory and would rather

Wholesale customers have an option to
exchange

However,

focus on the long-term growth and

for

giving back to society.

blockbuster SKUs. End-consumers can

Sustainability (Moderation)

also exchange or return products that

they are not satisfied with. The company

Over the years, the company has been

prevent future occurrences. With a high

by-step growth. With little debt, the

expanding its business primarily with

implements traceability system to track

retained earnings, taking a steady step-

the cause of obsolescence to correct and

company survived the 1997 Asian

concern on customer satisfaction, the

Economic Crisis better than many of its

company conducts routine satisfaction

peers at the time. Even the international

surveys with its clients every year and

transactions are based on letters of

with the end-consumers every quarter,

credit. Domestic sales through modern

as well as informal surveys at the points

trade

of purchase such as trade fairs or in-

guaranteed

store promotional booths. As a result,
returns

of

obsolete

items

For

the

community

at

large,

expanding

payment.

and

Sales

have

with

traditional trade are on a cash basis. The

have

company has very low collected debt. To

decreased to 0.05% of total annual sales
in 2008.

are

this end, the company has a very good
cash flow.

the

With a strong cash flow, the company

company supports the drug-free “white

could have expanded more aggressively

factory” project by educating employees

or invested to diversify its business.

and nearby local communities with drug

Instead, its philosophy is to stay within

prevention programs. It also regularly

its area of expertise and to grow

donates to schools and offers university

moderately. The company expanded

scholarships.

only when capacity could not handle the
current

These abovementioned projects are

and

projected

demand.

Phiboonchai Mae Pranom has been able

implemented at the expense of the

to meet the 10% growth target in the

owner’s profit. Financial analysis shows

past five years. As a result of such

that the company’s five-year average
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discipline and good financial health,

meet

generated cash, or at most short-term

grow the herbs that would give high

plant capacity expansion in the last five

adore

this

to

avoid

any

company educates farmers on how to

financing. Needless to say, creditors
easily

standard

disruption in the production plan. The

years was achieved with internally
would

the

yield and meet the standard. In addition,

cash-cow

the company also has its own farms to

company, as reflected by an incredibly

prevent any shortage of certain key

high TIE ratio when compared to its

herbs. If the purchased herbs fail to pass

peers and the industry average.

the rigorous standard, the company will

Raw materials typically make up 40% of

loss.

dispose of them by selling to another

Risk Management (Self-Immunity)

market, thus reducing the amount of

a product’s total cost. Garlic, chili, and

shallot yields are seasonal, which mean
that these key ingredients can have

fluctuating prices. The management has
a policy of absorbing these price

fluctuations for the sake of its customers
and consumers.

Quality is of the highest priority and the

company sticks by its policy of never

A Word of Caution

locally sourced in order to ensure

Governance (Reasonableness), mainly

using

low-quality

products

in

its

production. All of its raw materials are

Mae Pranom’s discipline in Corporate

example, must pass a tough and

long term growth, is embodied at its

stakeholder management and focus on

freshness and quality. The red chili, for

heart. It carefully makes an investment

thorough inspection by the company for

decision and rather opts for gradual

the right color, the right ripeness, and

growth. Sustainability (moderation) has

no dark spots. Fresh ingredients are

been

delivered to the factory daily. Selected

a

tool

that

contributes

to

Phiboonchai Mae Pranom’s current

raw materials for use are sterilized

success. And it should be continued,

before processing. Packages are also

especially during this tough economic

cleaned and sterilized.

period of tightening profit margins.
Steps toward growth must be cautious,

Since production depends on the quality

with

of raw materials, it is important that

an

emphasis

on

providing

consistent high-quality products and

incoming shipments of fresh ingredients
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services to mitigate the business risk.

Moreover, cost-reduction strategy must

be considered and practiced in order to

protect all of the stakeholders’ interests.
Apart from operational improvement,
the company should consider upholding,

and even striving for, excellence in the
Corporate Sustainability principles—a

lighthouse to celebrating its soon-tocome centennial success.
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Somapas Engineering: Factory with a Heart
Somapas Engineering, a sub-contractor

growth, and well-defined risk mitigation

renowned

economic condition.

of Delta Electronics for producing

policies. Somapas Engineering is firmly

electronic components for many world
brands

such

as

withering the winds of the current

Nokia,

Motorola, and Vodafone, epitomizes the
use of Corporate Sustainability under
the Sufficiency Economy Philosophy in

business. In an industry characterized

by cost efficiency and labor-intensive

operation, Somapas Engineering sets

itself apart with a 360-degree concern of

its stakeholders, a focus on sustainable

Company: Somapas Engineering (2005) Co. Ltd.
Total Ave:
Qual Ave:
6

6

Average of Qualitative

Corporate Governance
(Reasonableness)

Sustainability
(Moderation)

Risk Management
(Self-Immunity)

Average of
Quantitative

AVERAGE by
Stakeholders

4
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(Self-Immunity)

Quant Ave:
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Quantitative
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5

7

6

5

5

5

5
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7

7

7

7

5

5

5

5

6

Owners

5

6

5

5

4

7

5

5

5

Creditors

6

6

6

6

4

6

4

5

5

Suppliers

6

7

6

6

1

3

1

2

4

Competitors

6

6

5

6

6

Community

7

6

7

7

7

Environment

7

7

7

7

6

6

6

6

4

5

4

AVERAGE by Three Pillars

5

6

5

Stakeholders
Customers/Buyers

AVERAGE
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Scores
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6
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Employees

Strategic Move

village earning a steady income; and
thirdly, it involved a risk level that was

Fate has led a northeastern Thai

medium or low because he did not have

entrepreneur by the name of Somphong

to bear the risk from raw material costs

Puangveing into the world of electronic

(all materials are provided by Delta).

parts production. Born into a poor

agricultural family, Puangveing became

Somphong Puangveing

a monk at an early age. In the temples in

1955 – born in Khon Kaen, Thailand
1967 – became a novice, earned Dhamma
scholar – elementary level
1969 – became a monk, earned Dhamma scholar
– advance level and Pali scholar – level 4
1986 – received teaching license and became a
school teacher
1996 – established Somapas Engineering Co.
Ltd. in Samutprakan, Thailand
1998 – relocated the company to the
northeastern province of Mahasarakham
1999 – introduced the agricultural project at
work
2005 – expanded the business and change the
company name to Somapas Engineering (2005)
Co., Ltd.

his hometown and in Bangkok, he was

invited to teach Buddhism to students in
public schools. Falling in love with

teaching, he finally left monkhood after

20 years in the temple, and became a
teacher, and later assistant principal, of
public schools in Bangkok and the
suburban Samutprakarn area.

On his way to work in the Samutprakarn

province, which he typically carpooled

Awards
2005, 2008
Best Company Awards in Labor
Relations and Welfare
2006 – 2008
Outstanding Corporate
Employment of People with Disabilities

with an engineer who worked at Delta
Electronics company, he stroke up

conversations with the engineer. In
1996 when Delta decided to subcontract

some of its operating part to outside
companies,

this

engineer

Beginning with a support from Delta

proposed

who

Puangveing an opportunity to provide

where workforce was easy to find. The
start-up firm produced 5,000-10,000

capacity, capability, and risks involved,

pieces of chocks per day. Then in 1997

the

the economic crisis hit the businesses in

opportunity. This decision appeared

Thailand. The sub-contract work was

sound to him based on three rationale:

still going well; however, he had a

firstly, the subcontract work from Delta
was

more

labor-intensive

difficult time juggling with full-time

than

work and Delta’s sub-contract business.

technology-focused; secondly, it offered

him a chance to help people in his

two

Bangpoo district of Samutprakarn—

After carefully contemplating about his
grab

and

small building near Delta’s factory in

life and many more.

to

parts

group of labor, Puangveing rented a

the opportunity that later changed his

decided

all

machines for the production and a small

an OEM service to Delta Electronics—

Puangveing

supplied

Puangveing realized that he had to
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choose between being a teacher and

than 250 km to every province in this

the chalks and blackboards and took up

and climate there make it difficult to

fully engaging into the sub-contract

region). Most of the local people are

business. He chose to walk away from

farmers; however, the nature of the land

full control of the sub-contract work for

cultivate more than once a year. But this

The economic crisis in 1997 did not

harvesting crops for a few months in the

Delta.

works best for Puangveing as farmers
would

reduce the orders he received from

for other jobs.

Puangveing was the lack of workers and

limited physical space to expand the

Moving

business.

and

production
away

base

from

to

Delta

meant higher transportation costs. But,
it

seeking an industrial fortune. During

also

provided

many

strategic

advantages including plenty of workers,

rice harvesting seasons, these workers

lower

would return home to work in the rice

cost

of

living,

and

most

importantly Puangveing’s knowledge

paddies and would come back to

and familiarity of the local culture and

factories after when the plantation work

lifestyle.

is completed. When the economic crisis
hit in 1997, factories laid off their

Product Portfolio

employees and workers and their
to

cultivating

Electronics factory in Samutprakarn

were mostly rural people who came

back

the

Mahasarakham

Workers available in Samutprakarn

moved

busy

year, and have the rest of the year free

Delta; however, the problem faced by

families

be

their

hometowns, creating a shortage of

industrial workers. For this reason,

Puangveing made a strategic decision in
1998 to move his entire operation back
to

his

hometown

in

northeastern

Thailand. Instead of waiting for workers

to come to him, he brought the job home

Chock

Transformer

Socket

Zinc

to them.

Mahasarakham province was where
Puangveing

envisioned

his

factory

location to be. It sits in the center of the
northeastern region of Thailand (less
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Local Knowledge Advantage

end-products when pulling the wire
because the size of the hook can be

After solving the labor problem, the next

made to fit the size of the product.

thing Puangveing contributed to the

Moreover, the company can control the

success of Somapas Engineering was the

work more easily, since there is no need

invention of machineries and bamboo

to plan for the lead time from shipping

hooks used in the production of chocks.

equipment from Taiwan.

Before, the company had had to import

machinery and equipment from Taiwan,

Workforce Management

which cost the company more than

US$588 per set. Since one employee

With the current employees of 300

had to do something otherwise he had

source of income for local families

needed one set of this equipment for

people, plus part-time workers of other

operation, Puangveing realized the he

300, Somapas is considered a major

to spend an enormous amount of money
buying

these

machines

when

especially during the off-field season

the

which can be longer than nine months.

invent a basic machine that would work

be difficult to forecast. Therefore, the

company grew bigger. He used his

However, as with other sub-contracting

jobs, the size of order fluctuates and can

knowledge and observation skill to

company needs some strategies to

as well as the imported one but using
local resources widely available at a

survive

very low cost.

periods.

This leads to the company’s philosophy

substituted by home-made bamboo

of “balancing industry and agricultural

hooks, materials which could easily be
factory.

growths.” During the low industry

These

manufacturing

inventions greatly reduced the need to

season,

Somapas

employees can engage in integrated

purchase imported machineries and

farming,

equipments, saving money for other

hydroponic

vegetation

(a

method of growing plants using mineral

parts of the operation that allowed the

nutrient solutions without soil), fish

company to expand quickly.

farming, rice farming, bamboo farming,
cattle

His invention saved the production cost

and

agricultural

of around US$14,690 per year, as well as

pig

farms,

projects

and

that

other
yield

additional income to employees during

increasing quality. For example, bamboo
hooks encourage fewer scratches on the

employees.

both during the peak and off-peak

equipments bought from Taiwan are
the

its

strategies to manage their workforce

adapted to save electricity. The hook

around

retain

Therefore, Somapas would need sound

Machines using air-compressors are

found

and

the off-peak season.
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Moreover, Puangveing understands that

Competition

work from home using home-produced

generate

families may not spend enough time

Electronic components play a major role

bamboo hooks and wires.

revenues for the country every year

together, so he encourages employees to

for

billion

in

every year.

and industrial work.

In Thailand, the production of electronic

Winning Employees’ Hearts

components can be classified into three

Even though he backed off from chalks

levels: the initial production, which

and backboards, the spirit of a teacher

produces fundamental parts such as
circuit boards, chocks, and transformers

has never faded away. For employees,

Puangveing is a teacher, a village leader,

for electronic compliances (this level is

even an abbot (due to his dedication to

mostly high in investment and required

promote morality in his society). During

complicated production technologies);

the peak season, he initiates short daily

the middle production, which uses the

yoga exercises to help employees relieve

parts produced by the initial level to

their back and neck pains. He designates

assemble into semi-parts like electric

parts of the factory to be a Pétanque

circuit

playground for everyone to use. His

boards

(no

complicated

technology and high labor are needed;

generosity is felt not only by his

for this reason most Thai entrepreneurs

employees but also his employees’

are in this middle level); finally the

families who call him “the teacher.”

finishing level, which uses the semiparts from middle level to assemble into
the finish goods such as computers and

Building Trust

other electronic equipment

Having 80-90% of revenues from only
one customer (Delta Electronics) is

Somapas is classified as a middle level

incredibly risky. However, it refuses to

OEM producer; therefore, the company’s

take up jobs from Delta’s competitors to

success lies in its optimization of

prevent security breach. This policy
trustable

US$25

They

this industry has created millions of jobs

basis to juggle between their field work

a

about

economy.

Moreover, foreign direct investment in

workers can take leave on a rotation

Somapas

Thailand’s

(20% of the total exporting value).

During the harvesting season, full-time

makes

the

production costs. Every returned goods

sub-

from customer (Delta) means that the

contractor for Delta and makes the

company has to absorb the extra cost to

business relationship lasting for more

supply the replacements.

than 10 years.
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Currently there are over 900 electronic

(OEM)

and

(registered capital of no more than

About

80-90%

component factories in Thailand, which
comprises

of

569

small

factories

raw materials have to be imported.

million. The total workforce of this

Major competitors of Somapas include

industry in Thailand is 300,000 people.

other middle-level OEM producers such

Delta Electronics is a market leader.

as Pradit Enterprices, Tamrong Thai

Most of the companies engaging in

Electronics,

Thailand

Technology,

operate in the electronic manufacturing

Industrialize.

service (EMS), which includes both
equipment

products

global market needs.

(registered capital of more than US$5.9

original

the

industrial growth relies much upon the

5.9 million), and 142 large factories

in

of

manufactured are for export; therefore,

(registered capital of between US$1.5 –

components

design

manufacturing (ODM). Over 90% of the

US$1.5 million), 195 medium factories

electronic

original

manufacturing

Siam

TMSC,

Enterprise,
and

Newly
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Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Risk
Management
(Self-Immunity)

Environment

Community

Customers/Buyer
s
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Employees

Owners

Sustainability
(Moderation)
Competitors

Creditors
Suppliers

Quantitative Scores by Pillars

Quantitative Scores by
Stakeholders

Corporate
Governance
(Reasonableness)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Risk
Management
(Self-Immunity)

Suppliers

Customers/Buyer
s
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Employees

Sustainability
(Moderation)
Creditors
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Owners

Key

Puangveing

has

been

consistently

can benefit from using in the field or

Somapas Engineering, and it reflected in

labor and meat but return the female

applying the Corporate Sustainability
principles

in

his

management

milking. When the cow reproduces,

of

employees can keep the male calves for

our assessment. The company earns 6s

calves to the company to be given to

in almost all of the three pillars and six

other employees as the milking and

stakeholders in the qualitative side.

reproductive cows. The company also
provides many other employee benefits

Corporate Governance (Reasonableness)

such as free shuttle buses for employees

For customers, having Delta as the

who have to commute long distances,

major customer from whom up to 90%
of

the

Somapas

company’s

revenue

Engineering

has

relationship

with

free dormitory, and scholarships for the

comes,

employees’ children.

been

succeeded in keeping this customer

Besides

satisfied as it shows in more than 10
years

of

Puangveing

Delta.

a

trustable

self-improvement

drugs to lead healthy lifestyles.

5 years. Besides quality, the company
being

offers

benefits,

and sport days to keep employees off

reduced from 20% to 10% over the past
also

employee

programs such as an anti-alcohol drive

Returned goods by customers have been
has

these

sub-

For the community, Puangveing has

contractor who refuses to produce for

won the heart of community by the way

other customers who are competitors of

he does his business.

Delta.

Most of the

company’s community activities are

related to environment, education, and

For employees, whom the company sees

supporting religion, which match the

as the most valuable assets, Puangveing

lifestyle of the Northeastern people.

treats all employees as if they were his

students. Many initiatives are aimed for

For creditors, Somapas Engineering has

the betterment of employees’ life taking

maintained a very low debt level and as

into consideration the culture and

a policy would engage in long-term

lifestyle of the Northeastern people for

financing only if necessary for growth.

example instead of paying bonus in

This strategy is a company’s key factor

forms of money, which in most case will

in reducing debt ratio from over 1 to

be spent on alcoholic drinks (especially

less than 0.5 during 2001-2008 which is

the much stronger white spirits which

much lower than its peers’.

are highly popular among the rural

population), Puangveing initiates a Cow

For investors, Sompamas Engineering

bonus, where the rewarded employees

has been able to yield a favorable ROE of
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over 40% during 2002 to 2006; this

decided to recruit engineers who were

figure reflects the fact that the firm has

his students when he was a school

not sacrificed its long-term prospect

teacher in Samutprakarn.

with a steroid-induced growth. Total
asset turnover ratio also verifies this

A very low full-time staff turnover is

fact since the company achieved return

evidence of Puangveing’s dedication to

worth mentioning here is the way the

Given tough economic environment

from total assets over 20% during the

employees’ welfare

same period. Another important point
company

controls

administrative

cost.

selling

Although

when

and
the

workload

has

significantly

dropped from normal level at the

company has faced fluctuation in gross

moment, the company comes up with

profit margin ranging from 22% to 47%,

the rotation system in order to keep as

it can deliver impressive net profit

many employees as it could.

margin of 18% in 2006, a consistent
growth of 16% from 2000. Nonetheless,
as the company knows that solely
relying on one major customer is not

sustainable in the long run, it has

managed to balance its source of
revenue by obtaining new clients that
are not direct competitors to Delta.

Facing the current global economic
turbulence which will adversely affect

Risk Management (Self-Immunity)

years, the management’s first priority is
maintaining company’s revenue as in

contractor, mitigates its business risk by
barring no costs of raw materials except

electronic industry for at least a few

Somapas Engineering, as an OEM sub-

the preceding level by looking for new

for the case of return of defected goods,

which the company has been reducing

potential clients while finding the way

from 15% in 2007 to 10% in 2008.

to reduce manufacturing cost.

To manage labor costs, the company

Sustainability (Moderation)

hires both full-time and part-time

Puangveing began his company with

workers allowing the company to

small investments and grew them stepby-step.

Knowing

that

handle with unfavorable situation with

Somapas

more flexibility during the peak periods.

Engineering would need people with

engineering backgrounds, Puangveing
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During low-season, the company also

reduce

the idle capacity.

and reducing the prospect of defects and

provides other activities that help the

innovating

new

methodologies

Income statement
(in Thousands Dollars)

the

Financial Analysis

and
to

2007

Total net revenue
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit margin
Selling administrative expense
Other income
Earnings before interest and tax
Interest
Tax
Net income

2006

879.2
585.8
293.4
200.6
N.A
92.8
10.6
N.A
82.3

Balance sheet
(in Thousands dollars)

make

returned goods.

importing foreign-made equipment, the
improving

and

through improving the standard of work

Furthermore, to reduce the risk from
keeps

costs

production more reliable, such as

company generate income to cover up

company

the

2005

718.0
465.6
252.4
122.1
N.A
130.3
12.8
N.A
117.5

2007

2006

2004

427.4
228.0
199.4
123.8
N.A
75.6
4.3
1.3
69.9
2005

2003

804.3
450.4
353.9
243.3
N.A
111.0
0.1
26.0
84.9
2004

782.7
630.6
152.1
48.0
N.A
104.3
N.A
25.4
78.9
2003

Cash and cash equivalent
Account receivable
Inventory
Total current asset
Plant and equipment
Total asset
Account payable
Short term loan
Total current liability
Long term loan
Total liability

133.0
2,221.5
1,379.4
4,933.9
1,322.9
6,370.5
1,253.0
1,614.4
4,373.0
593.6
5,092.0

164.0
1,543.9
538.6
3,074.9
1,070.4
4,333.0
1,015.7
560.3
2,841.0
251.0
3,161.2

271.1
1,489.7
877.8
3,191.9
968.1
4,251.0
815.3
586.8
2,814.3
363.3
3,177.6

428.0
1,630.4
461.0
2,743.1
1,013.2
3,794.9
680.2
396.1
2,310.6
491.5
2,806.5

399.1
1,576.1
566.4
2,706.6
716.9
3,439.2
701.4
395.5
2,007.3
497.7
2,515.1

Share capital outstanding
Accumulated retained earning
Total equity

881.3
397.2
1,278.5

881.3
290.5
1,171.8

881.3
192.1
1,073.4

881.3
107.1
988.4

881.3
42.8
924.1

Source: Business Online

Future Ahead

surrounding circumstances were not in
his favor.

Solving the problem at its root, utilizing
local knowledge, standing in the heart of
employees,
changes,

and

Mr.

being

flexible

Puangveing

Besides

to

the

costs

constraints,

the

company and its domestic competitors

has

are facing tough competitions with

successfully run the firm he built with

many countries such as Singapore and

his hand and heart even when the
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Malaysia,

which

have

competitive

advantages in terms of technology

knowhow, or Vietnam and China, which
have advantages on lower labor costs.

Moreover, with the appreciation of Thai
Baht and non-tax trading barrier from
trading

partner

countries,

Thai

manufacturers are in a challenging
situation.

But Somapas Engineering, with its
visionary leader, looks ready to brave
this economic storm.
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PART 4: CONCLUSION
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Conclusion
Corporate governance (reasonableness),

governance (reasonableness) pillar by

revolutionary philosophies. But the

customers, suppliers, and employees.

sustainability (moderation), and risk

striving

management (self-immunity) are not
Corporate

Sustainability

benefits

principles

well

as

profit

and

Chumphon Cabana and Nithi Foods

embody the risk management (self-

capitalism, and corporate

immunity) pillar by mitigating external

performance in a wider societal context.

risks through product and customer

This is of special relevance during the

diversification

current economic crisis.

adverse

companies

This book represents a pioneering work

in

changes.
had

anticipation

Four

of

implemented

for

these

some

forms of the principles prior to the 1997

in applying the principles of the
under

their

to sustainably grow the business. Lastly,

more broadly about the nature of

Sustainability

and

committing to using available resources

the why, the what, and the how to think

Corporate

firms

sustainability (moderation) pillar by

corporate social responsibility. It offers
business,

the

mutual

and Bathroom Design epitomize the

over-arching umbrella covering all three
as

of

long-term

Meanwhile, Phiboonchai Mae Pranom

are groundbreaking in providing an
principles,

toward

Asian Economic Crisis and survived the

the

tumultuous time intact. And there is

Sufficiency Economy Philosophy into

little doubt that all six would weather

business practice. Firstly, it structures

the

into a comprehensive framework that

The Corporate Sustainability under the

through

by incorporating additional learnings

the core concepts of the philosophy.

successfully.

Secondly, it combines these concepts
can be applied to business. Thirdly, it

Sufficiency

begins to build an empirical base
analyzing

the

six

Thai

(RSEP)

who

from

and Development Institute of Sufficiency
Philosophy

commissioned this project.

Somapas

Economy

further

analyses

of

other

hope that the framework will highlight

the need to incorporate responsible
capitalism into corporate strategy, so
that profit and growth will not be put far

Engineering

exemplify the best practice of corporate

Philosophy

Nevertheless, it is the writing team’s

the writing team finds that Nopadol
and

storm

companies, industries, and countries.

Using the framework presented earlier,
Panich

economic

framework will continually be evolved

companies, pre-selected by the Research

Economy

current

ahead of the human beings who are
96

affected by business decisions.
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APPENDIX
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Appendix: The Caux Round Table’s Principles for
Responsible Business
The Questionnaire for Management

Sustainable Economy Risk Management

Assessment of Corporate Sustainability
under

the

Sufficiency

Assessment tools were developed in

Economy

January 2009 by the Caux Round Table,

Philosophy, devised by the authors of

the international network of business

this book and presented in Part 2, is
inspired

by

the

Principles

leaders

for

promoting

Responsible Business (and associated

Arcturus

recognized

risk
as

comprehensive
responsible

assessment

one

of

the

statements

business

leaders.

The

a

strong

sustainable

responsible capitalism.

tools),
most

focus

and

on

socially

The Principles for Responsible Business

of

is reprinted here below with permission

practice

from the Caux Round Table.

formulated by business leaders for
business

with

Arcturus

PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
INTRODUCTION
The Caux Round Table (CRT) Principles for Responsible Business set forth ethical
norms for acceptable businesses behaviour.
Trust and confidence sustain free markets and ethical business practices provide the
basis for such trust and confidence. But lapses in business integrity, whether among the
few or the many, compromise such trust and hence the ability of business to serve
humanity’s needs.

Events like the 2009 global financial crisis have highlighted the necessity of sound
ethical practices across the business world. Such failures of governance and ethics
cannot be tolerated as they seriously tarnish the positive contributions of responsible
business to higher standards of living and the empowerment of individuals around the
world.
The self-interested pursuit of profit, with no concern for other stakeholders, will
ultimately lead to business failure and, at times, to counterproductive regulation.
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Consequently, business leaders must always assert ethical leadership so as to protect
the foundations of sustainable prosperity.

It is equally clear that if capitalism is to be respected, and so sustain itself for global
prosperity, it must be both responsible and moral. Business therefore needs a moral
compass in addition to its practical reliance on measures of profit and loss.
THE CRT PRINCIPLES

The Caux Round Table’s approach to responsible business consists of seven core
principles as detailed below. The principles recognize that while laws and market forces
are necessary, they are insufficient guides for responsible business conduct.

The principles are rooted in three ethical foundations for responsible business and for a
fair and functioning society more generally, namely: responsible stewardship; living and
working for mutual advantage; and the respect and protection of human dignity.

The principles also have a risk management foundation - because good ethics is good
risk management. And they balance the interests of business with the aspirations of
society to ensure sustainable and mutual prosperity for all.

The CRT Principles for Responsible Business are supported by more detailed
Stakeholder Management Guidelines covering each key dimension of business success:
customers, employees, shareholders, suppliers, competitors, and communities. These
Stakeholder Management Guidelines can be found at Attachment A below.
PRINCIPLE 1 - RESPECT STAKEHOLDERS BEYOND SHAREHOLDERS

•

•
•

A responsible business acknowledges its duty to contribute value to society through
the wealth and employment it creates and the products and services it provides to
consumers.

A responsible business maintains its economic health and viability not just for
shareholders, but also for other stakeholders.
A responsible business respects the interests of, and acts with honesty and fairness
towards, its customers, employees, suppliers, competitors, and the broader
community.

PRINCIPLE 2 – CONTRIBUTE TO ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT
•
•

A responsible business recognizes that business cannot sustainably prosper in
societies that are failing or lacking in economic development.

A responsible business therefore contributes to the economic, social and
environmental development of the communities in which it operates, in order to
sustain its essential ‘operating’ capital – financial, social, environmental, and all
forms of goodwill.
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•

A responsible business enhances society through effective and prudent use of
resources, free and fair competition, and innovation in technology and business
practices.

PRINCIPLE 3 – RESPECT THE LETTER AND THE SPIRIT OF THE LAW
•
•

•

A responsible business recognizes that some business behaviors, although legal, can
nevertheless have adverse consequences for stakeholders.

A responsible business therefore adheres to the spirit and intent behind the law, as
well as the letter of the law, which requires conduct that goes beyond minimum
legal obligations.
A responsible business always operates with candor, truthfulness, and transparency,
and keeps its promises.

PRINCIPLE 4 –RESPECT RULES AND CONVENTIONS
•
•

A responsible business respects the local cultures and traditions in the communities
in which it operates, consistent with fundamental principles of fairness and equality.

A responsible business, everywhere it operates, respects all applicable national and
international laws, regulations and conventions, while trading fairly and
competitively.

PRINCIPLE 5 – SUPPORT RESPONSIBLE GLOBALISATION
•
•

A responsible business, as a participant in the global marketplace, supports open
and fair multilateral trade.
A responsible business supports reform of domestic rules and regulations where
they unreasonably hinder global commerce.

PRINCIPLE 6 – RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENT
•
•

A responsible business protects and, where possible, improves the environment, and
avoids wasteful use of resources.

A responsible business ensures that its operations comply with best environmental
management practices consistent with meeting the needs of today without
compromising the needs of future generations.

PRINCIPLE 7 – AVOID ILLICIT ACTIVITIES
•

A responsible business does not participate in, or condone, corrupt practices,
bribery, money laundering, or other illicit activities.
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•
•

A responsible business does not participate in or facilitate transactions linked to or
supporting terrorist activities, drug trafficking or any other illicit activity.
A responsible business actively supports the reduction and prevention of all such
illegal and illicit activities.

STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
The Caux Round Table’s (CRT) Stakeholder Management Guidelines supplement the
CRT Principles for Responsible Business with more specific standards for engaging with
key stakeholder constituencies.
The key stakeholder constituencies are those who contribute to the success and
sustainability of business enterprise. Customers provide cash flow by purchasing good
and services; employees produce the goods and services sold, owners and other
investors provide funds for the business; suppliers provide vital resources; competitors
provide efficient markets; communities provide social capital and operational security
for the business; and the environment provides natural resources and other essential
conditions.

In turn, key stakeholders are dependent on business for their well-being and prosperity.
They are the beneficiaries of ethical business practices.
1. CUSTOMERS

A responsible business treats its customers with respect and dignity.
therefore has a responsibility to:

Business

a. Provide customers with the highest quality products and services consistent with
their requirements.
b. Treat customers fairly in all aspects of business transactions, including providing a
high level of service and remedies for product or service problems or dissatisfaction.
c. Ensure that the health and safety of customers is protected.

d. Protect customers form harmful environmental impacts of products and services.

e. Respect the human rights, dignity and the culture of customers in the way products
and services are offered, marketed, and advertised.
2. EMPLOYEES

A responsible business treats every employee with dignity and respects their interests.
Business therefore has a responsibility to:
a. Provide jobs and compensation that contribute to improved living standards.
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b. Provide working conditions that protect each employee's health and safety.

c. Provide working conditions that enhance each employee’s well-being as citizens,
family members, and capable and caring individuals.

d. Be open and honest with employees in sharing information, limited only by legal and
competitive constraints.
e. Listen to employees and act in good faith on employee complaints and issues.

f. Avoid discriminatory practices and provide equal treatment, opportunity and pay in
areas such as gender, age, race, and religion.
g. Support the employment of differently-abled people in places of work where they
can be productive.
h. Encourage and assist all employees in developing relevant skills and knowledge.
i.
j.

Be sensitive to the impacts of unemployment and work with governments, employee
groups and other agencies in addressing any employee dislocations.

Ensure that all executive compensation and incentives further the achievement of
long- term wealth creation, reward prudent risk management, and discourage
excessive risk taking.

k. Avoid illicit or abusive child labor practices.
3. SHAREHOLDERS

A responsible business acts with care and loyalty towards its shareholders and in good
faith for the best interests of the corporation. Business therefore has a responsibility to:

a. Apply professional and diligent management in order to secure fair, sustainable and
competitive returns on shareholder investments.

b. Disclose relevant information to shareholders, subject only to legal requirements
and competitive constraints.
c. Conserve, protect, and increase shareholder wealth.
d. Respect

4. SUPPLIERS

shareholder

views,

complaints,

and

formal

resolutions.

A responsible business treats its suppliers and subcontractors with fairness,
truthfulness and mutual respect. Business therefore has a responsibility to:
a. Pursue fairness and truthfulness in supplier and subcontractor relationships,
including pricing, licensing, and payment in accordance with agreed terms of trade.
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b. Ensure that business supplier and subcontractor activities are free from coercion
and threats.

c. Foster long-term stability in the supplier relationships in return for value, quality,
competitiveness and reliability.
d. Share information with suppliers and integrate them into business planning.

e. Seek, encourage and prefer suppliers and subcontractors whose employment
practices respect human rights and dignity.

f. Seek, encourage and prefer suppliers and subcontractors whose environmental
practices meet best practice standards.
5. COMPETITORS

A responsible business engages in fair competition which is a basic requirement for
increasing the wealth of nations and ultimately for making possible the just distribution
of goods and services. Business therefore has a responsibility to:
a. Foster open markets for trade and investment.

b. Promote competitive behavior that is socially and environmentally responsible and
demonstrates mutual respect among competitors.
c. Not participate in anti-competitive or collusive arrangements or tolerate
questionable payments or favors to secure competitive advantage.
d. Respect both tangible and intellectual property rights.

e. Refuse to acquire commercial information through dishonest or unethical means,
such as industrial espionage.
6. COMMUNITIES

As a global corporate citizen, a responsible business actively contributes to good public
policy and to human rights in the communities in which it operates. Business therefore
has a responsibility to:
a. Respect human rights and democratic institutions, and promote them wherever
practicable.

b. Recognize government’s legitimate obligation to society at large and support public
policies and practices that promote social capital.
c. Promote harmonious relations between business and other segments of society.
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d. Collaborate with community initiatives seeking to raise standards of health,
education, workplace safety and economic well-being.

e. Promote sustainable development in order to preserve and enhance the physical
environment while conserving the earth's resources.

f. Support peace, security and the rule of law.

g. Respect social diversity including local cultures and minority communities.

h. Be a good corporate citizen through ongoing community investment and support for
employee participation in community and civic affairs.

BACKGROUND TO THE CAUX ROUND TABLE AND THE
PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
The Caux Round Table (CRT) is an international network of business leaders working to
promote a morally and sustainable way of doing business. The CRT believes that its
Principles for Responsible Business provide necessary foundations for a fair, free and
transparent global society.
The Caux Round Table was founded in1986 by Frits Philips Sr, former President of
Philips Electronics, and Olivier Giscard d’Estaing, former Vice-Chairman of INSEAD, as a
means of reducing escalating international trade tensions between Europe, Japan and
the USA.
At the urging of Ryuzaburo Kaku, then Chairman of Canon, Inc, the CRT began to focus
attention on the importance of global corporate responsibility in reducing social and
economic threats to world peace and stability. This led to the development of the 1994
Caux Round Table Principles for Business around three ethical foundations, namely:
responsible stewardship; the Japanese concept of Kyosei - living and working for mutual
advantage; and respecting and protecting human dignity.

The 2009 CRT Principles for Responsible Business comprise seven principles and more
detailed Stakeholder Management Guidelines covering each of the key stakeholder
dimensions of ethical business practices: customers, employees, shareholders,
suppliers, competitors, and communities.

The CRT Principles have been published in twelve languages, utilized in business school
curricula worldwide, and are widely recognized as the most comprehensive statement
of responsible business practice formulated by business leaders for business leaders.
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